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Academic and English language preparation for international students

INTO INVESTING IN YOUR
FUTURE SUCCESS
An introduction to INTO
INTO is a sector-leading initiative for international students, offering
new and higher-quality standards of preparation for undergraduate and
postgraduate study in the UK.
INTO Centres combine the powerful resources of leading British
universities with major, independent investment in learning and
accommodation facilities. The result is the highest level of support for
international students from highly-qualified teams of teaching and
support staff.
INTO Centres offer students truly inspiring educational environments
with fast, effective and assured progression onto university degree courses.
In Manchester, we have joined with City College Manchester in a
unique civic partnership to create INTO Manchester, which runs pathway
programmes for direct entry to universities in Manchester and other top UK
institutions. Students can also join City College’s own distinctive and highquality programmes for international students.
INTO Centres provide:
~`dP[XchPbbdaTSR^dabTb[TPSX]Vc^d]STaVaPSdPcT^a_^bcVaPSdPcTbcdSh*
~VdPaP]cTTSd]XeTabXch_[PRT\T]c*
~d]XeTabXchbcP]SPaSaTb^daRTbP]S[TPa]X]VT]eXa^]\T]c*
~aP]VT^U_aT_PaPc^ah4]V[XbW[P]VdPVTR^dabTb*
~bcPcT^UcWTPacUPRX[XcXTb*
~WXVWTbc[TeT[b^UX]SXeXSdP[RPaTP]Sbd__^ac*
~PbX\_[TT]a^[\T]c_a^RTbbUa^\P]hfWTaTX]cWTf^a[S
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Welcome to INTO Manchester
A very warm welcome to the INTO Manchester Centre
City College Manchester has joined with INTO to create a new international
student centre. We are based in Bridgewater House, conveniently located
in this vibrant city. This imposing building has a modern and comfortable
interior, boasting superb facilities and well-equipped teaching rooms.
All our staff are dedicated to your success and wellbeing. Our teaching
staff are highly-qualified and very experienced, and many of them have
taught overseas. They all place a high priority on effective learning at every
stage, from course planning to essential study techniques.
The student support team carefully anticipate all your needs and ensure
that your stay is worry-free, leaving you to concentrate on your learning.
We all look forward to seeing you here in Manchester.
Dawn Abbott
Centre Director, INTO Manchester
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The INTO Centre: your introduction
to study in the UK

THE INTO CENTRE: YOUR INTRODUCTION TO STUDY IN THE UK

‘Bridgewater House is located in the heart of the city
making it really convenient to the shops, banks and
places to eat. My course consists of all the subjects
needed for my chosen degree programme.’
Zuhbi Adli Zaaba

The INTO Centre is crucial to a student’s

Courses include:

academic and personal development, steering

~ INTO International Foundation programme

students towards their academic goals with the

with pathways in Humanities, Law, Business,

aim of progressing onto further study at top-

<P]PVT\T]c0RR^d]cX]VP]S4R^]^\XRb*

ranking UK universities and institutions.

and Engineering, Physical Sciences,

INTO Centre at Bridgewater House

~ Art and Design Foundation programme

INTO has joined with City College Manchester

~ NCUK1 Pre-Master’s Programme

to create the new INTO Centre at Bridgewater

~ INTO Academic English

House, an imposing building of exceptional

~ INTO Essential English

architectural quality located near the heart of

~ INTO Summer schools

Mathematics and Computing

the city – just a five minute walk from the main
train station, bus station, and shopping areas.
The INTO Centre is where most international

City College Manchester has more than
one campus, and the laboratory facilities

students will spend a great deal of their

on the Northenden Campus are used by

time learning, studying and socialising, and is

INTO Manchester to teach parts of the INTO

designed with these needs in mind.

Foundation pathway in Science and Engineering.

The Centre offers excellent facilities such

The campus is close to one of Manchester’s

as a well-equipped library and learning centre,

largest parks and only a 35-minute bus ride

computing suites with free internet, a reception

away from Manchester city centre.

and admissions office, accommodation office,

The College’s City Campus centre is located

and a café area where students can relax and

within a 120-year old building and is only a

meet up with friends.

two-minute walk away from the INTO Centre at
Bridgewater House.

1

NCUK (Northern Consortium United Kingdom) is a
partnership of eleven leading UK universities, including
The University of Manchester, which has offered
pathway programmes to international students for more
than 20 years. Further information on NCUK and the
NCUK universities can be found at www.ncuk.ac.uk

07
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MANCHESTER: THE UK’S NO 1 STUDENT CITY

Manchester: the UK’s No. 1 student city

‘The reason I chose to study in Manchester is
because most of the successful people back home
are either from Oxford University or The University
of Manchester and the education over here is well
known and excellent.’
Amrose Parveen, Pakistan

NCUK partner universities

The city of Manchester is Europe’s most exciting

World Rankings to its position in

World-class facilities

student city and the wider Greater Manchester

2007 of 5th in the UK, 9th in Europe and

~ The largest programme of capital investment

area is home to four universities. The University

48th in the world.

UK’s largest universities and offer a wide range
of courses. With Salford and Bolton universities
nearby and a further 12 universities in the North

Some of the reasons why The
University of Manchester is one of
the UK’s most popular choices for
international students

West region, Manchester is an excellent choice
for international students.

An outstanding choice

With Liverpool to the west and Leeds to the east,

of research innovation in many fields, including

£650 million to create new buildings and

all the NCUK universities are easily accessible

virtual reality, magnetics and optics, genetic

UdacWTaT]WP]RTUPRX[XcXTb*

from Manchester and welcome undergraduate

algorithms, building design and prosthetics.

~ PUaXT]S[h\d[cXRd[cdaP[RP\_db*

or postgraduate students applying from NCUK

Nearly 3,000 international students from

~ one of the best student cities in the world.

programmes at INTO Manchester.

over 100 different countries are enrolled in

Employability and prospects

Universities in the Greater Manchester area

~ 5th most preferred university in the world

For INTO Manchester students who wish to

the University’s 14 schools and 13 research

Ua^\fWXRWc^aTRadXcVaPSdPcTb*2

~ The UK’s most popular university1 with a

The University of Manchester

community of around 35,000 students from

~ best careers service in the UK for five
bdRRTbbXeThTPab*3

$R^d]caXTb*
A dynamic institution with a global

~ internationally recognised bachelors degrees

University and many major advances of the 20th

~ pioneering teaching informed by the latest
aTbTPaRW*
~ guarantee of accommodation for single

there are three NCUK partner universities:

Manchester city centre. With just under 20,000

The University of Manchester, Manchester

students, the university is renowned for its

Metropolitan University and the University

friendly atmosphere. Around £150 million is

of Salford.

currently being invested in new campus facilities

Manchester Metropolitan University

the city. Salford is a dynamic and cosmopolitan

Manchester Metropolitan University offers

institution with a first-class reputation for real-

a huge range of single and combined honours

world teaching and ground breaking research,

programmes in such areas as Accounting,

and is widely regarded as one of the UK’s most
enterprising universities.

century began in the University’s laboratories –

students in university-managed residences

Economics, Finance, Business Studies,

such as the work by Rutherford which led to the

for the duration of their course of study.

Management, Law, Engineering, Sciences,

splitting of the atom and the development of the

Geography, Earth Sciences, Social Science,

world’s first programmable computer.

Languages, Journalism Studies, Hotel

Manchester’s ambition to become one of the

Management, Tourism, Catering, Nutrition,

top universities in the world is at the heart of
its plans for the future. The University has risen
in the influential Shanghai Jiao-Tong University

1

UCAS 2007: Manchester received more applications than
any other UK university for its undergraduate courses

The University of Salford has a waterside
location just one and a half miles from

as part of a massive regeneration scheme for

Tg_TaXT]RT^abcdShPQa^PS^_cX^]b*

Nobel prize-winners are associated with the

institutes.

continue their studies in Greater Manchester

~ degrees with opportunities for industrial

reputation for research, teaching and innovation,
built on more than 180 years of excellence. 23

~ links with employers worldwide.

P]SPfXSTaP]VT^UbdQYTRcbc^RW^^bTUa^\*

reputation
The University of Manchester has a worldwide

The University of Salford is on the leading edge

undertaken in UK Higher Education –

of Manchester and Manchester Metropolitan
University, located within the city itself, are the

The University of Salford

Environmental and Building Science,

2

Times Higher Educational Supplement World Rankings
2007

3

Barkers/Association of Graduate Recruiters survey 2007

GLASGOW

Computing, Mathematics, Sports Science, and

EDINBURGH

NEWCASTLE

BELFAST
LEEDS
LIVERPOOL

MANCHESTER

DUBLIN
NORWICH
BIRMINGHAM
AMSTERDAM
CARDIFF
LONDON
DOVER
BRUSSELS

EXETER
CALAIS

PARIS

Textiles and Clothing.
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‘Manchester is a city where you can find everything
of a big city like London or New York – but smaller.
The transport system is wonderful – the bus, the
tram, the train. City life is not stressful.’
Marlon Torres Ascanio, Colombia

Manchester is a dynamic and expanding city

Eating and drinking

that attracts an increasing number of students,

Manchester is famous for its food and drink

launched some great names in music history.

visitors and businesses every year. In fact,

and has more entries in the Good Food Guide

The city remains a major destination for touring

Manchester was recently voted England’s

than any city outside of London. Alongside

bands, attracting numerous international acts,

‘second city’ and is home to 85,000 students.

local and national restaurants a vast range of

and also offers a variety of venues for classical

international cuisine is also available. Areas such

music, theatre and musicals. Manchester has

The city

as Chinatown and Rusholme, which has many

numerous cinemas, including an independent

Manchester is an exciting, cosmopolitan city

South Asian shops and restaurants, make it easy

cinema that hosts international film festivals,

with cultural amenities and attractions to suit

for international students to find a variety of

and several modern multiplexes.

every lifestyle. The city itself has a diverse,

familiar goods from their home countries.

Manchester’s vibrant music scene has

multi-cultural population and is also home to
one of the largest student populations in the

Cultural Manchester

UK. Manchester city centre comprises several

Manchester is one of Britain’s liveliest cities,

areas, each with their own distinct history

buzzing with events, cinemas, galleries,

and atmosphere. Manchester’s position as the

exhibitions, clubs and bars that cater for every

first industrial city is evident from its famous

interest and background.

Victorian buildings and monuments, such as

There are more than 50 museums and

the Town Hall in Albert Square and the Central

galleries in the Manchester area, most of

Library. Over the last few years the city centre

which are free to visit. Two of the best –

has been reshaped. New public spaces have

The Whitworth Art Gallery and The Manchester

been created, and imaginative buildings and

Museum – are owned by The University

developments have appeared, transforming

of Manchester.

Manchester’s skyline.
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EXPLORING MANCHESTER AND THE NORTH WEST

Exploring Manchester and the North West

‘When I saw the pictures of Manchester – they
were really beautiful – the central library and
the wheel. The buildings, the architecture.’
Sanjar Adidjanov, Uzbekistan

Sport

Shopping

…exploring beyond the city

Manchester’s biggest name in sport is, of course,

Manchester is the shopping capital of the

Manchester is a great base from which to explore

Manchester United Football Club. Their home

North and has a range of high street chains and

the rest of the UK. There are four national parks

at Old Trafford is the largest club ground in

designer stores all within walking distance of the

within an hour’s drive. The historic towns of

Britain. Rivals Manchester City are based on the

University campus. The Northern Quarter offers

Chester, York and Buxton are all within easy

other side of town at the City of Manchester

a more unique experience with its mix of bars,

reach. The North West coast is less than an hour

Stadium, which was originally built for the 2002

cafés and boutique shops. The Trafford Centre, a

away and London is just over two hours by train.

Commonwealth Games. The Games left a legacy

giant out-of-town shopping mall with more than

For those who wish to explore further afield,

of world-class sporting facilities, including the

250 stores, confirms Manchester’s reputation as

Manchester International Airport is located just

Manchester Aquatics Centre which is situated

a shopper’s paradise.

south of the city with easy transport links.

on the University campus itself. National
and international cricket can be enjoyed at
Lancashire’s Old Trafford ground.

13
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Progression universities in the
region and throughout the UK

PROGRESSION UNIVERSITIES IN THE REGION AND THROUGHOUT THE UK

‘... pathway education offers (students) the
opportunity to improve their academic background so
they have more chance of applying to a wider range
of universities, ... It really means that when they get
to university they are high performing students.’
Dawn Abbott, Centre Director, INTO Manchester

Our Foundation programme, validated by The
University of Manchester, and our Pre-Master’s
Programme, are designed by the Northern
Consortium of UK universities (NCUK), and offer
INTO Manchester students the opportunity
to study at The University of Manchester and
at a wide range of leading universities, upon
successful completion of an INTO Manchester
programme.
Students on the International Foundation
programme and the NCUK Pre-Master’s
Programme are guaranteed a university place
in their chosen field of study (subject to
meeting specified grade profiles and entry
criteria) at one of the Northern Consortium’s
partner universities.

17
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NCUK’s partner universities are:
1

The University of Bradford

2

The University of Huddersfield

3

Leeds Metropolitan University

4

The University of Leeds

5

Liverpool John Moores University

An INTO qualification from NCUK additionally

12

The University of Kent

6

The University of Liverpool

provides entry routes through a number of

13

Kingston University

7

The University of Manchester

NCUK associated universities, who recognise the

14

The University of Portsmouth

8

Manchester Metropolitan University

qualification and evaluate applications on a case

15

Queen Mary University of London

9

The University of Salford

by case basis

16

The University of Sussex

17

Queens University of Belfast

10

Sheffield Hallam University

11

The University of Sheffield

15
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CHOOSING AN INTO COURSE

17

Choosing an INTO course

Progress and outcomes

INTO Manchester prepares students for entry to

regular exhibitions of student work in and around

INTO Academic English

INTO Pre-Art and Design Summer School

degree programmes at leading universities, both

the city. Detailed information on page 28.

Students choose the INTO Academic English

Our Pre-Art and Design Summer School is open to

course to raise their level of English language

all students but is mainly for students who want

The speed at which a student can improve

[P]VdPVTSXUUTabbXV]XUXRP]c[hUa^\4]V[XbW*

in Manchester and the region, and at our partner

difficult to maintain at the higher levels. This
is especially the case for students whose first

institutions in the UK. We also offer English

NCUK Pre-Master’s Programme (PMP)

to gain entry either to pre-university academic

to enter our Art and Design Foundation course

their English language skills varies widely from

with rates of progress for writing proving

language provision, from short courses to full-

Designed by NCUK, this programme benefits

programmes offered at the INTO Centre, or to

in September but don’t yet have the portfolio

one individual to another. A number of factors

particularly challenging.

time courses in academic English.

from wide recognition across the UK. It also

academic courses at leading universities in the

required for entry. The course mixes English

influence the rate of progress, such as age,

offers international students, who do not qualify

UK. Students already holding a firm offer from

language study with studio workshop sessions

educational background, cultural background,

approximate. In our experience students should

competitive and students must maintain high

for direct entry to university, a pathway into

the University of Manchester will undertake pre-

and gives students the opportunity to improve

previous language learning experience and the

expect to study for approximately 10 weeks,

standards throughout their course.

postgraduate studies at a British university.

sessional work in the University’s international

their English and to prepare a small portfolio of

student’s motivation to learn.

on average, to increase their level by 0.5 of an

centre itself.

creative work for direct entry into our Art and

The complete PMP comprises three terms and

INTO academic programmes

there are three possible routes of study:

Students who are academically qualified for

~ A^dcT0?aT_PaPc^ah2^aTP]S5X]P[CTa\*

postgraduate degree study at a British university

International Foundation programme

~ Route B (Core and Final Term) and

can join the Academic English course to improve

in partnership with The University of

~ Route C (Final or Route C Term).

their English language level and prepare for their

The INTO Manchester International Foundation

Each route leads into universities’ September

programme prepares students for entry onto

intake for postgraduate studies. The PMP is a

INTO Essential English

degree courses within the Faculty of Humanities

first step towards obtaining a postgraduate

This course is designed to improve general

and the Faculty of Engineering and Physical

qualification. Students choose one of these

English language proficiency for use in everyday

Sciences at The University of Manchester.

routes depending upon their qualifications,

situations. Our courses are suitable for students

Depending on students’ academic and English

English language level and work experience.

of all levels from Elementary to Advanced.

levels at entry, this INTO Manchester programme

The programme has a strong academic focus on

is either three terms in length (starting each

Business and Management. The content consists

INTO Summer schools

September) or a fast-track two terms (starting

of around 50% EAP (English for Academic

There are several different kinds of summer

in January of each year). Detailed information

Purposes) and the remaining 50% of Research

school, each prepared with differing student

can be found on page 18. The programme is

Methodology, and Management.

needs in mind, such as the Pre-Art and Design

and Ireland.

The research module covers critical thinking,
presentation techniques and discussion

Foundation and Teacher Training courses.
For students who want to improve their

practice. Students will also receive guidance on

English language whilst having some fun, we

Art and Design Foundation

assignment writing and dissertation planning

recommend our Essential English Summer

This one-year course prepares students for

as September and January entrants will research

School. This course has 20 lessons of English per

entry to higher, more specialised courses in

and write a short, 5,000 word dissertation.

week but also includes two weekly excursions.

art, design and related subjects and is the

April entrants will produce a project proposal of

Students who need to improve their IELTS score

nationally recognised route to such courses. An

around 1,000 words. Detailed information on

during the summer will especially benefit from

accreditation agreement with both Manchester

page 30.

our Academic English programme. This course

Metropolitan University and the University of
Salford means that students with appropriate

has 24 lessons a week and most students on

INTO English language courses

grades can progress onto related degree courses
To enter undergraduate or postgraduate degree

interview or application through UCAS. Students

courses in the UK, international students must

who wish to study at other universities will work

satisfy English language requirements. The most

together with their tutor through the UCAS

successful students are those who take the time

application system. Assessment and evaluation

to improve their level of English language beyond

are conducted with students’ participation and

standard entry requirements. Greater fluency

with emphasis on continual feedback, which

in English means accelerated progress in class

ensures a high level of communication between

and course work. Experienced staff will guide

students and tutors and the developments of a

students and help them progress effectively

strong portfolio of artwork for entry to higher-

towards their academic studies.

for the study of art with galleries, museums and

IELTS band.

at the lower levels, becoming increasingly

Progress and outcomes

English level

7.5

Outcomes: what you can do with your
English proficiency at each level

Highly proficient
CEF C2, IELTS 7.0–7.5+
TOEFL 600–625+ (PBT), 250–263+ (CBT), 100–107+ (IBT)

7.0

Advanced to proficient
CEF C1, IELTS 6.0–7.0
TOEFL 550–600 (PBT), 213–250 (CBT), 79–100 (IBT)

6.0

Upper intermediate to advanced
CEF B2 – B2+, IELTS 5.0–6.0
TOEFL 500–550 (PBT), 173–213 (CBT), 61–79 (IBT)
Competent to advanced user

5.0

this course aim to enter academic programmes

Lower to upper intermediate
CEF B1+ – B2, IELTS 4.0–5.0

the following September.

within those universities without the need for

level courses. Manchester is an excellent centre

In particular, rates of progress can be faster

Guidelines on length of study are

Master’s or other postgraduate degree course.

Manchester

also accepted by leading universities in the UK

Design Foundation year.

WHERE ARE YOU NOW? YOUR APPROXIMATE IELTS ENTRY LEVEL

Entry to the best universities is highly

Modest to competent user

4.0

Elementary to lower intermediate
Limited to modest user

3.0

Basic to elementary
Extremely limited user

D Use your English language proficiency in your career
D Enter specialised undergraduate and postgraduate courses such as
law and journalism
D Enter the majority of undergraduate and postgraduate courses
D Enter some UK undergraduate degree courses
D Use English independently in some workplace situations
D Enter Pre-Master’s Programme April start (3 months)
D Enter the Pre-Master’s Programme
D Enter Pre-Master’s Programme January start
D Enter January start Foundation programmes for Humanities,
Law, Business, Management, Accounting and Economics
D Enter the INTO Foundation programme
D Begin an INTO Academic English course
D Enter Pre-Art and Foundation Summer School
D Use some English in your own career field
D Enter the INTO Essential English course
D INTO Summer schools
D Communicate in familiar situations in everyday life
D Enter the INTO Essential English course
D Use your basic ability to communicate in familiar situations in
everyday life

18
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International Foundation programme
in partnership with
The University of Manchester

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION PROGRAMME IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER

International Foundation programme

Key features

Lasting one academic year (three terms), the

Programme structure

programme is the perfect preparation for

The September start programme is taught over

international students planning undergraduate

three terms, two semesters. The final week

study at The University of Manchester. The

of each term is used for review and exams.

qualification also enables students to prepare for

Exceptionally qualified students who begin in

study at a wide range of other UK universities.

January will complete the programme in two

The programme combines academic study,

terms: the University may require slightly higher

intensive English language preparation, study

pass grades from these students.

skills and cultural orientation.
The fast-track January start programme lasts

Academic content

two terms and demands a higher English level

Around two-thirds of the programme is devoted

on entry.

to academic modules from students’ own subject
areas, supported by tuition in English language

Why choose the International
Foundation programme?

and Study Skills, and Academic English and
Study Skills. January start ‘fast-track’ students
undertake all academic modules but with a

The International Foundation programme

reduced English language component.

gives students a level of academic preparation
comparable to UK high school graduates and

Academic English language support

ensures that students meet the English language

At the core of the programme, the module in

entry requirements for university study.

Academic English and Study Skills takes up
approximately a third of the time. Study in

What is special about the
International Foundation
programme?

English covers reading, writing, listening and
speaking. The English language component is
the NCUK English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
module and is assessed using NCUK’s widely

~ 0bb^RXPcTd]XeTabXchbcPcdbU^aP[[bcdST]cb*

recognised EAP assessment system. The grades

~ quality-assured university accredited

required in the EAP component are listed for

_a^VaP\\T*
~ f^a[SR[PbbUPRX[XcXTb*

sample degree programmes at Manchester (see
page 26).

~ [TPa]X]VT]eXa^]\T]cc^d]XeTabXchbcP]SPaS*
~ conditional offer of a place on an

Study skills

undergraduate degree at The University of

An essential preparation for university life, this

<P]RWTbcTa*

part of the programme helps students develop

~ excellent levels of individual care and
support.

skills to effectively work in groups, present
ideas, manage their time, conduct research, take
lecture notes, organise the content of essays

This is an academically challenging programme,

and understand how to evaluate their own work.

designed by NCUK for students who want direct
entry to the first year of an undergraduate

Assured university placement

course at The University of Manchester or other

Students who successfully complete the

UK institutions. It is designed for international

International Foundation programme are

students who have completed 12 years of

guaranteed a place at The University of

schooling and achieved high grades in the

Manchester, subject to meeting specified

subjects they wish to study.

grades for appropriate degrees. They will

Successful completion of the International

also be guaranteed a university place in their

Foundation programme therefore leads to an

chosen field of study at one of NCUK’s owner

award which is welcomed at The University

universities, or can apply to any university in the

of Manchester itself and by other top-ranking

UK which recognises the qualification.

UK institutions.
Excellent choice of undergraduate
degree subjects
Programmes available at INTO’s other partner
universities include popular undergraduate
degrees such as Business Management,
Accounting, Economics, Law, Politics, Education,
Engineering, Computing, Maths, Physics,
Psychology and many others.

KEY COURSE FACTS
START DATES
SEPTEMBER START: BOTH PATHWAYS
JANUARY START: ONLY THE PATHWAY IN
HUMANITIES, LAW, BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT,
ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMICS
PROGRAMME LENGTH
SEPTEMBER START: ONE ACADEMIC YEAR
(THREE TERMS OR APPROX. NINE MONTHS)
JANUARY START: FAST-TRACK PROGRAMME
LASTING TWO FULL TERMS
CLASS HOURS
UP TO 24 HOURS PER WEEK
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ENTRY REQUIREMENT
SEPTEMBER START: IELTS 5.0 OR EQUIVALENT
SCORE ON AN INTO ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEST.
JANUARY START: IELTS 5.5 OR EQUIVALENT
SCORE ON AN INTO ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEST.
STUDENTS WITH LESS THAN IELTS 5.0 OR 5.5
CAN ENROL ONTO AN INTO ENGLISH COURSE
AGE REQUIREMENT
17* YEARS AND ABOVE
ACADEMIC ENTRY REQUIREMENT
STUDENTS NEED TO HAVE COMPLETED
12 YEARS OF SCHOOLING (OR THE LOCAL
EQUIVALENT TO MEET THE SAME STANDARD)
WITH VERY GOOD GRADES, OR SHOW STRONG
EVIDENCE OF ABILITY TO COMPLETE THE
PROGRAMME SUCCESSFULLY AND PROGRESS
TO THEIR CHOSEN DEGREE
*ALL STUDENTS COMMENCING COURSES ON
A PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER START DATE MUST
BE 17 YEARS OLD BY 31 DECEMBER OF THAT
CALENDAR YEAR. FOR ALL OTHER START
DATES, STUDENTS MUST BE 17 YEARS OLD ON
THE PUBLISHED START DATE OF THE COURSE
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International Foundation programme
Recommended study plan and
progression routes
Students who meet the programme’s academic

language preparation before entering the three

entry requirements but who have an IELTS

term Foundation programme. Examples of these

score of less than 5.0 can undertake English

combined programmes are set out below.

2008
MAY

2009
JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

IELTS 4.5
ENGLISH

IELTS 5.0
FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

IELTS 4.0
ENGLISH

IELTS 4.5
ENGLISH

DEC

JAN

2010
FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

UNDERGRADUATE YEAR 1
IELTS 5.5
FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

UNDERGRADUATE YEAR 1

Subject pathways
For the International Foundation programme,

Specialist modules are as specified in the

English and Study Skills are compulsory for all

table below which gives examples of possible

pathways. ICT is compulsory but non-credit

pathways. For more details of selected module

bearing.

combinations, please see page 26.

PATHWAY LEADING TO DEGREES IN HUMANITIES, LAW, BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMICS
CORE MODULES

SPECIALIST MODULES

LEADING TO UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER IN SUCH AREAS AS

~ ENGLISH AND STUDY SKILLS
~ ICT

3 OUT OF 4:
~ ECONOMICS
~ POLITICS AND SOCIETY
~ BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
~ MATHEMATICS

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
BUSINESS STUDIES
DESIGN MANAGEMENT FOR FASHION RETAILING
DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL HISTORY
ECONOMICS
FASHION AND TEXTILE RETAILING
FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
IT AND NEW MEDIA
IT MANAGEMENT FOR BUSINESS
LAW

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT AND LEISURE
MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING OF TEXTILES
MATHEMATICS AND MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY
POLITICS
POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS
SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY (BUSINESS MANAGEMENT)

SKILLS IN RESEARCH AND EXTENDED ACADEMIC WRITING WILL BE DEVELOPED ACROSS ALL THE MODULES

PATHWAY LEADING TO DEGREES IN ENGINEERING, PHYSICAL SCIENCES, MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTING
CORE MODULES

SPECIALIST MODULES

LEADING TO UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER IN SUCH AREAS AS

~ ENGLISH AND STUDY SKILLS
~ ICT

3 OUT OF 6:
~ BIOLOGY
~ CHEMISTRY
~ COMPUTING
~ MATHEMATICS
~ FURTHER MATHEMATICS
~ PHYSICS

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

ACTUARIAL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
GEOLOGY/EARTH SCIENCES

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

MATERIALS SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS
MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECHATRONIC ENGINEERING
MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
TEXTILES
INFORMATICS

SKILLS IN RESEARCH, LABORATORY WORK AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS WILL BE DEVELOPED ACROSS ALL THE MODULES

Assessment and support
Progress is checked by continuous assessment
of course work and by the use of class tests. The
final grade for each unit is based on a mixture
of course work and end-of-course examinations.

Basic information will be delivered in lectures,
Students are able to work in the well-

unit tests, experimental reports,
R^\_dcTadbT*
~ mid-course and end-of-course examinations.

Successful students will achieve grades A, B, C or
D for each of the four units.

A typical International Foundation

~ coursework (prepared assignments,

Formal assessment of levels and progress in
English will be undertaken using the assessment

Assured progression for students

while the students’ understanding of the subject

protocols from the NCUK’s English for Academic

programme week

equipped learning centre at Bridgewater House,

All international students attending an INTO pre-

and their ability to utilise the information will

Purposes (EAP) programme. For a sample list of

A typical week will have up to 24 hours

and use the large network of computer terminals

university course are assured progression to year

be supported by tutorial work and by extensive

EAP and comparable IELTS grades please

of timetabled lessons, including lectures,

for research, including on-line access to libraries

one of a UK degree course subject to meeting

e-learning provision. Assessment will be by:

see page 26.

directed self-study and enquiry-based group

and the web.

specified grades based on:
~ bPcXbUPRc^ahR^\_[TcX^]^UR^dabTf^aZ*

work. Lessons may take the form of classes,
workshops, tutorials or, in science courses,

Teaching and learning styles

~ _TaU^a\P]RTRaXcTaXPX]TgP\X]PcX^]b*

practical laboratory sessions and field trips.

Throughout the Foundation programme, all the

~ an appropriate IELTS/TOEFL level determined

GRADE

GRADE DESCRIPTOR

POINTS

A*

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE. CLEAR LOGICAL THINKING, LUCIDLY EXPRESSED. EVIDENCE OF ORIGINALITY.

140

A

EXCELLENT – DEMONSTRATED LEARNING OF A HIGH STANDARD WITH CLEAR EVIDENCE OF APPLICATION AND
SYNTHESIS.

120

B

GOOD – DEMONSTRATED COMPETENCE, WELL-DEVELOPED APPROACH TO THE SUBJECT. ABILITY TO APPLY
CONCEPTS AND SYNTHESISE MATERIAL.

100

Students have plenty of opportunity to

academic subject modules will be taught using

discuss informally with their tutors any points

a lecture and tutorial process that mirrors the

raised in lectures and seminars. In the laboratory,

style of teaching that students will encounter in

Students preparing to enter The University of

students will carry out experiments relating to

university courses.

Manchester are guaranteed places subject to

C

80

meeting the performance criteria outlined

SATISFACTORY – AVERAGE PERFORMANCE, DEMONSTRATED STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES. REASONABLE
KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE SUBJECT.

D

ADEQUATE – SUFFICIENT PERFORMANCE. WORK CHARACTERISED BY ERRORS AND OMISSIONS. SOME
MISUNDERSTANDINGS OF BASIC CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES.

60

E

BARELY ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE. WEAK UNDERSTANDING OF CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS. MANY ERRORS
AND OMISSIONS, CONFUSED EXPOSITION OF ISSUES. POOR UNDERSTANDING OF CLASS NOTES AND/OR LITTLE
EVIDENCE OF INDEPENDENT STUDY.

40

U

UNGRADED – TOTALLY INSUBSTANTIAL, ABSENT, INCOMPLETE OR INADEQUATE WORK.

0

their lectures.
These sessions are supervised by tutors
and demonstrators who will ensure the safe

by performance on the EAP examination.

Final grades

on page 26.

execution of the experiments and discuss the
theory behind them.

PLEASE NOTE: THE PASS MARK FOR ACADEMIC MODULES IS GRADE D.
ALTHOUGH THE NCUK CERTIFICATE WILL BE AWARDED TO STUDENTS
ACHIEVING PASS GRADES, ALL PROGRAMMES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
MANCHESTER WILL SET ENTRY CRITERIA SUBSTANTIALLY ABOVE THAT
LEVEL, REQUIRING HIGH GRADES IN ACADEMIC MODULES AND A MINIMUM
OF GRADE B IN THE EAP PROGRAMME ASSESSMENTS. FOR A NUMBER OF
PROGRAMMES THIS WILL BE EVEN HIGHER – DEMANDING GRADE A OR
A* IN SOME CASES.
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International Foundation programme

‘I have had a very interesting experience studying
Foundation Science and Engineering: I met new
friends and the staff are very helpful. My course
really works your brain, bringing you up to the
standard needed for entering university.’
Hassan Abou-Chleih

Core modules in English for Academic
Purposes and Study Skills and ICT

Study Skills

Economics

An essential preparation for university life,

This module explores microeconomics and

this part of the course helps students to work

macroeconomics and includes key terminology,

English for Academic Purposes

in groups, present ideas, manage their time,

important theoretical models and concepts used

The module introduces reading techniques for

conduct research, make lecture notes, organise

in both areas. This module includes essay writing,

academic study, the structure and function

the content of essays and understand how to

seminar presentation and considering various

of academic writing, writing English clearly

evaluate their own work. Students on Business

real-world applications.

and appropriately using an adequate range of

or Humanities pathways must learn how to

sentence structures and vocabulary, and the

research, prepare and write extended essays.

Mathematics

ability to take part in academic discussion.

Students will develop confidence, knowledge and

This module includes: integral calculus,

Students will also learn techniques for

bZX[[bX]cWTU^[[^fX]VZThPaTPb)RW^^bX]VPc^_XR*

coordinate geometry, exponential, logarithmic

listening to lectures, taking notes, making oral

bT[TRcX]Vb^daRTcTgcb*^aVP]XbX]VP]S_aTbT]cX]V

and trigonometric functions, proof by induction,

presentations, summarising, paraphrasing,

information. These skills are included in the

and an introduction to 2D and 3D vector

using dictionaries effectively, writing clearly

English for Academic Purposes module

geometry. Students will develop a methodical

and concisely under timed conditions and

but are also embedded into all other modules

approach to problem solving using mathematical

understanding graphs and diagrams. In particular,

of the course.

techniques and theory.

of academic writing modes (e.g. narrative,

ICT (Information Communication

Politics and Society

descriptive, argumentative) and how to

Technologies)

The module is designed to help students develop

present academic writing according to the

Students will learn how to use word processing,

a critical awareness of British politics, through

correct conventions.

spreadsheets, databases and slideware in

knowledge and understanding of the different

preparing assignments and presentations, as

political institutions, the structures of authority

learn how to plan, write and review academic

well as using the internet, e-mail and virtual

and power within them and how they differ from

PbbXV]\T]cb*dbTRXcPcX^]P]SaTUTaT]RX]V

learning environment (VLE) software in support

other countries.

P__a^_aXPcT[h*dbTPaP]VT^UP__a^_aXPcTaTPSX]V

of their learning.

students will be introduced to a variety

In the latter part of the course, students

bcaPcTVXTbfWT]UPRTSfXcWRWP[[T]VX]VcTgc*
organise ideas and arguments in a clear and
[^VXRP[\P]]Ta*aTeXbTTSXcP]S_a^^UaTPS

Following a general introduction to British
B^RXTchc^_XRbR^eTaTSX]R[dST)?Pa[XP\T]c*

Specialist modules for pathways in
the Faculty of Humanities

faXccT]f^aZ*_PacXRX_PcTbdRRTbbUd[[hX]bT\X]Pab

?^[XcXRP[?PacXTb*4[TRc^aP[BhbcT\b*?^[XcXRP[
?PacXRX_PcX^]*2T]caP[V^eTa]\T]cP]S1aXcPX]{b
place in the European Union, and in comparison

and discussions about academic topics (including

Business and Management

the use of turn-taking, asking questions,

This module helps students understand key

PVaTTX]VP]SSXbPVaTTX]V*^aP[_aTbT]cPcX^]b

features of commerce, and includes: models
^U\P]PVT\T]c*cWTQdbX]TbbT]eXa^]\T]c*
\P]PVX]V_T^_[T[TPSTabWX_*R^a_^aPcTb^RXP[
aTb_^]bXQX[Xch*Wd\P]aTb^daRT\P]PVT\T]c*
R^a_^aPcTbcaPcTVh*\PaZTcX]V*^aVP]XbPcX^]
bcadRcdaT*\P]PVX]V^_TaPcX^]bC^_XRbR^eTa
the scrutiny of corporate annual reports and
PRR^d]cb*W^fTR^]^\XRUPRc^abPUUTRcQdbX]Tbb*
P]X]ca^SdRcX^]c^ZThR^]RT_cbX]\PaZTcX]V*
X]ca^SdRcX^]c^\P]PVT\T]c*RdaaT]ccWT\Tb
in business.
Teaching is by lectures, seminars
and tutorials with the use of case studies and
project work. Students practise examination
questions of various types covering a broad
range of the syllabus.

with the USA and other developed democracies.
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International Foundation programme

‘... having three major universities within the greater
Manchester area means ... (students) have a really
wide range of choices in courses they want to
apply for. Particularly, The University of Manchester
is a great attraction for students because of the
name that it has and the prestige that it has.’
Dawn Abbott, Centre Director, INTO Manchester

Specialist modules for pathways
in the Faculty of Engineering and
Physical Sciences
Biology

Computing

Physics

This module includes: systems and programming

CWXb\^Sd[TX]R[dSTb)\TRWP]XRbeTRc^ab*

R^]RT_cb*STbXV]P]SX]cTaPRcX^]*SPcP

U^aRTbP]ST`dX[XQaXd\*aT[PcXeT\^cX^]*=Tfc^]{b

^aVP]XbPcX^]P]S_a^RTbbX]V*b_aTPSbWTTcbP]S

;Pfb^U<^cX^]*UaXRcX^]P]Sf^aZ*T]TaVhP]S

SPcPeXbdP[XbPcX^]*X]ca^SdRc^ah_a^VaP\\X]V

_^fTa*_PacXR[TSh]P\XRb*\PccTaP]SfPeTb
b^d]S*aTU[TRcX^]*aTUaPRcX^]*X]cTaUTaT]RT*

Life processes are studied to show fundamental
similarities between living things. The unit

Mathematics

SXUUaPRcX^]*T[TRca^\PV]TcXRfPeTb*bcaT]VcWb^U

takes an evolutionary approach to biology and

CWXb\^Sd[TX]R[dSTb)X]cTVaP[RP[Rd[db*

b^[XSb*U[dXSb*WTPcP]SVPbTbP]ScWTbcadRcdaT

considers different levels of organisation in

R^^aSX]PcTVT^\Tcah*Tg_^]T]cXP[[^VPaXcW\XR

^UcWTPc^\*T[TRcaXRXchT[TRca^]XRb

[XeX]VbhbcT\b)bdQRT[[d[Pa*RT[[d[Pa*fW^[T

P]ScaXV^]^\TcaXRUd]RcX^]b*_a^^UQhX]SdRcX^]*

P]SUXT[SbT[TRcaXRP[RdaaT]cP]SRWPaVT*

^aVP]Xb\*_^_d[PcX^]8]_WhbX^[^VhZTh_aX]RX_P[

an introduction to 2D and 3D vector geometry.

_^cT]cXP[SXUUTaT]RT*aTbXbcP]RT*RP_PRXcP]RT*

systems (cardiovascular, respiratory and

Students will develop a methodical approach to

caP]bXbc^abP]SP\_[XUXTab*T[TRcaXRP[UXT[Sb*

digestive) are studied.

problem solving using mathematical techniques

VaPeXcPcX^]P[UXT[Sb*\PV]TcXRUXT[SbP]S

and theory.

electromagnetic fields.

Chemistry
This module builds on the fundamental principles

Further Mathematics

of general chemistry to develop the concepts

This module includes: coordinate geometry

in physical, inorganic and organic chemistry. It

T`dPcX^]^UPbcaPXVWc[X]T*[^VPaXcW\b*

includes: an introduction to basic atomic and

exponentials – use of exponentials and

\^[TRd[PabcadRcdaT*cWT_a^_TacXTb^UVPbTbP]S

[^VPaXcW\bPb\^ST[b*caXV^]^\TcahX]R[dSX]V

liquids and an understanding of the importance

RXaRd[Pa\TPbdaTP]S_^[PaR^^aSX]PcTb*

of energy in chemical reactions as well as

bT`dT]RTbP]SbTaXTb*SXUUTaT]cXPcX^]WXVWTa

an appreciation of the social, environmental,

STaXePcXeTb*P__[XRPcX^]b*aPcTb^URWP]VT*

economic and technological impact of chemistry

X]cTVaPcX^]*eTRc^abX]cf^P]ScWaTTSX\T]bX^]b

on the community.
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International Foundation programme

Foundation progression grades
DEGREE SUBJECT

UCAS CODE

EAP GRADE

IFY POINTS
SCORE

GRADE PROFILE

Progression criteria for NCUK partner

Generally degrees with a strong linguistic or

COMPARABLE EAP AND IELTS GRADES

universities

discursive element will require high scores in the

EAP

%

IELTS

The Foundation programme content and quality

NCUK EAP test or a high IELTS equivalent, while

AAB (ANY 3 FROM POLIT, ECON, MATHS
AND BUS AND MANAGEM)

A*

80+

7.5

control is provided in collaboration with NCUK,

degrees in science or engineering will obviously

N/A

ABB (INC MATHS, ECON AND POLIT)

A

70-79

7.0

one of the world’s leading foundation providers,

require strong mathematics and sciences.

A

N/A

ABB (INC POLIT)

B

60-69

6.5

C

50-59

6.0

M100

A*

360

AAA (MATHS, ECON AND POLIT)

D

40-49

5.5

taken up places at British universities in the last

you need, it is best to check the typical offer

BEng (Hons) AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

H400

B

320

AB (MATHS, PHYS) B

MEng (Hons) MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

H303

B

340

AAB (INC MATHS, PHYS)

E

35-39

5.0

twenty years. Students on the INTO Manchester

entry requirements published in a university’s

BEng (Hons) CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

H800

B

340

AAB (INC MATHS AND 1 OTHER
SCIENCE)

F

<35

4.5

Foundation programme enjoy all the benefits

undergraduate prospectus or on the UCAS

of being on an NCUK programme, including the

website. For most undergraduate courses typical

guarantee of a university place in their chosen

offer entry requirements are now expressed in

field of study at an NCUK partner university.

UCAS points. (Please visit the UCAS website at

The University of Manchester

BAEcon (Hons) ACCOUNTING

N420

B

N/A

AAB (INC ECON, MATHS AND POLIT)

The University of Manchester has one of the

BAEcon (Hons) FINANCE

N300

B

N/A

AAB (INC ECON, MATHS AND POLIT)

UK’s largest selections of undergraduate degree

BAEcon (Hons) BUSINESS STUDIES

N100

B

N/A

ABB (INC ECON, MATHS AND POLIT)

BSc (Hons) INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

N247

B

340

most popular degrees accessible from each

BEconSc (Hons) ECONOMICS

L102

B

foundation pathway (in such areas as Accounting

BSocSc (Hons) POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

L200

and Finance, Business and Management,

LLB (Hons) LAW

Economics, Social Science and Law: Materials

courses. We have listed here a sample of the

BRXT]RT*<PcWT\PcXRb*?WhbXRbP]S0bca^]^\h*
4PacW0c\^b_WTaXRP]S4]eXa^]\T]cP[BRXT]RTb*

BSc (Hons) CHEMISTRY

F100

B

300

ABC (CHEM AND 1 OTHER SCIENCE,
EXCLUDING GENERAL STUDIES)

BEng (Hons) CIVIL ENGINEERING

H200

B

320

AB (MATHS, PHYS) B

BSc (Hons) COMPUTER SCIENCE

G400

B

340

A (MATHS) A (FURTHER MATHS OR
PHYS) B

BSc (Hons) DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING

G530

B

340

A (MATHS) A (FURTHER MATHS OR
PHYS) B

MEarthSci (Hons) EARTH SCIENCES

F640

B

300

ABC (2 FROM MATHS, PHYS, CHEM, BIOL)

BSc (Hons) GEOLOGY

F600

B

300

MEng (Hons) PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

H851

B

Progression routes for study at

BSc (Hons) ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

F850

The University of Manchester

BSc (Hons) MATERIALS SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING

Engineering, Chemistry and Computer Science)
along with entry criteria and grade profiles. For
fuller details of the huge range of programmes

English language grade comparisons

EAP: NCUK ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES
IELTS: INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE TESTING SYSTEM

through whom more than 13,000 students have

This unique partnership reassures students

To be sure of the qualifications and subjects

www.ucas.com to download a copy of the UCAS

at INTO Manchester that the programme is also

Tariff). Although the IFY points scores which

accepted for entry by many leading universities

we publish do not equate to UCAS points, they

ABC (2 FROM MATHS, PHYS, CHEM, BIOL)

X]cWTD:P]S8aT[P]SX]R[dSX]V1aPSU^aS*1aXbc^[*

are closely comparable and will give a very good

340

AAB (MATHS, CHEM AND 1 OTHER
SCIENCE)

3dQ[X]2XchD]XeTabXch*7dSSTabUXT[S*:T]c*

indication of the foundation grades required for

B

300

ABC (2 FROM MATHS, PHYS CHEM, BIOL)

:X]Vbc^]*;TTSb*;TTSb<Tca^_^[XcP]*;X\TaXRZ*

entry to the degrees that are of interest.

J500

B

300

ABC (2 FROM MATHS, PHYS AND CHEM)

;XeTa_^^[*;XeTa_^^[9<D*<P]RWTbcTa*<P]RWTbcTa

BSc (Hons) BIOMEDICAL MATERIAL SCIENCE

J2BV

B

300

ABC (CHEM, BIOL AND 1 OTHER
SUBJECT)

BSc (Hons) MATHEMATICS

G100

B

340

A* (MATHS) BB

BSc (Hons) MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS

FG31

B

340

AAB (INC MATHS, PHYS)

below shows progression requirements for

BSc (Hons) PHYSICS

F300

B

340

AAB (INC MATHS, PHYS)

a range of some of the most popular degree

MPhys (Hons) PHYSICS WITH ASTROPHYSICS

F3FA

B

340

AAB (INC MATHS, PHYS)

courses. These examples are intended for

BSc (Hons) DESIGN MANAGEMENT FOR FASHION
RETAILING

W290

B

300

ABC (FROM ANY COMBINATION OF
SUBJECTS)

information purposes only, as a guide to the

BSc (Hons) FASHION AND TEXTILE RETAILING

JN45

B

300

typical progression grades required.

ABC (FROM ANY COMBINATION OF
SUBJECTS)

BSc (Hons) TEXTILE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

JJ49

B

300

ABC (INC MATHS AND EITHER CHEM
OR PHYS)

available please see the separate INTO
Manchester in partnership with The University of
Manchester International Foundation brochure.

Successful foundation students benefit from a
wide choice of degree options in two of
the University’s largest faculties. The table

However some offers will not be made on a

<Tca^_^[XcP]*=PcX^]P[D]XeTabXch^U8aT[P]S*

points score alone, but will require a particular

?^acb\^dcW*@dTT]<Pah;^]S^]*@dTT]{b

grade profile with grades in designated subjects

D]XeTabXch1T[UPbc*BP[U^aS*BWTUUXT[S*BWTUUXT[S

(for example Mathematics) and a minimum

7P[[P\*BdbbTg*D[bcTa*D]XeTabXch2^[[TVT2^aZ

acceptable score for each module – irrespective

With hundreds of degrees to choose from
across the whole range of NCUK partner and
associate universities it is not possible to
tabulate the whole range in a single brochure.

of the points average.
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ART AND DESIGN FOUNDATION

Art and Design Foundation

Students on this course study with British and

Assessment

EU students at Manchester College (formerly

Progress is checked by continuous assessment

City College Manchester). This mixture of

of course work and a final exhibition. The final

different cultures and artistic influences often

grade is based on a mixture of course work and

brings great benefit to Art and Design students

personal study. Successful students will achieve

who are in the process of developing their

a pass, merit or distinction for their final grade.

are fully immersed in an English language

University progression

speaking environment so most students improve

For the past four years 100% of the

their listening and spoken English skills quickly.

international students on this programme have
progressed onto university. Agreements with

Course content

Manchester Metropolitan University and the

This course enables students to prepare the

University of Salford mean that high-achieving

extensive and high-quality portfolio that is

students can progress onto related degree

needed for entry to university or art school.

courses at those universities without interview

This portfolio, together with an interview

or UCAS application.
The programme can lead to entry at Art

that UK universities use to decide which

schools across the UK, but Art and Design

students to accept onto art and design-related

Foundation students who wish to remain in

undergraduate courses.

Manchester should look at the range of degree

The majority of our foundation year consists
of studio work that covers topics such as

programmes on offer in the city.
Manchester Metropolitan University offers

painting, drawing, print-making, fashion design,

STVaTTbX]2^]cT\_^aPah5X[\P]SEXST^*

textile design, graphic design, illustration and

3TbXV]P]S0ac3XaTRcX^]*4\Qa^XSTah*5PbWX^]*

3D design. This leads to students specialising in

5PbWX^]3TbXV]P]SCTRW]^[^Vh*5X]T0ac*

their chosen areas and producing work for their

8[[dbcaPcX^]fXcW0]X\PcX^]*8]cTaPRcXeT0acb*

final exhibitions and university entry portfolios.

8]cTaX^a3TbXV]*;P]SbRP_T0aRWXcTRcdaT*

During the Critical Studies module, students

?W^c^VaP_Wh*CTgcX[T3TbXV]U^a5PbWX^]*

produce a work journal that documents the
lectures given on historical and contemporary art

CTgcX[Tb*CWaTT3X\T]bX^]P[3TbXV]
At the University of Salford the following are

movements. In addition, every year students go

PePX[PQ[TUa^\cWXb_a^VaP\\T)6aP_WXR3TbXV]*

on a short international excursion plus regular

0SeTacXbX]V3TbXV]*3TbXV]U^a3XVXcP[<TSXP*

visits to exhibitions and day trips.

?a^SdRc3TbXV]*8]cTaX^a3TbXV]*3TbXV]5dcdaTb*
3TbXV]P]S7TaXcPVT*3TbXV]<P]PVT\T]cU^a

In-Sessional English

cWT2aTPcXeT8]SdbcaXTb*5PbWX^]3TbXV]*5PbWX^]

Students will have six lessons of English

Bch[X]VP]S8\PVT<PZX]V*EXbdP[0acb*B_^acb

language per week as part of this course. These

Equipment Design.

lessons are studied with other INTO Manchester
international students and will help students
reach the level of English language required for
further study at university. There is no extra fee
for these lessons.

START DATE
SEPTEMBER
COURSE LENGTH
36 WEEKS
WEEKLY HOURS
23

creative skills and styles. In addition, students

with university lecturers, is the usual method

KEY COURSE FACTS

ENGLISH REQUIREMENTS
IELTS 5.0
PROGRESSION
MANCHESTER METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF SALFORD
OR OTHER UNIVERSITIES THROUGH UCAS
ART AND DESIGN FOUNDATION
THIS PROGRAMME ENABLES STUDENTS
TO PREPARE THE EXTENSIVE AND HIGHQUALITY PORTFOLIO NEEDED FOR ENTRY TO
UNIVERSITY. THIS PORTFOLIO TOGETHER WITH
AN INTERVIEW WITH UNIVERSITY LECTURERS
IS THE USUAL SELECTION METHOD USED BY
UK UNIVERSITIES FOR ENTRY TO ART AND
DESIGN RELATED UNDERGRADUATE COURSES.
THE MAJORITY OF OUR FOUNDATION YEAR
CONSISTS OF STUDIO WORK , COVERING TOPICS
SUCH AS PAINTING, DRAWING, PRINT-MAKING,
FASHION DESIGN, TEXTILE DESIGN, GRAPHIC
DESIGN, ILLUSTRATION AND 3D DESIGN. THIS
LEADS TO STUDENTS SPECIALISING IN THEIR
CHOSEN AREAS AND PRODUCING WORK FOR
THEIR FINAL EXHIBITIONS AND UNIVERSITY
ENTRY PORTFOLIOS
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NCUK Pre-Master’s Programme (PMP)

addition to those relating to their first degree

Is the Pre-Master’s Programme validated or

or diploma study.

recognised?

International students with a degree in

The Pre-Master’s Programme is designed by

Business or Economics and with sufficient

the Northern Consortium of UK Universities

language ability can use the six month or

(NCUK) and is accepted by universities across

three month NCUK PMP as a fast track to

the country for direct entry to taught Master’s

UK postgraduate study, subject to IELTS

programmes. Successful completion of the PMP

grades on entry.

leads to the award of the NCUK certificate,
issued on behalf of the NCUK owner universities.

What is special about the NCUK

The course is therefore a first step towards

Pre-Master’s Programme?

obtaining a postgraduate qualification.

With a strong academic focus in the area of
business and management, this programme

NCUK (The Northern Consortium of UK

includes a major component (50%) in research

Universities)

methods, and management and study skills,

The Foundation and Pre-Master’s Programmes at

as well as the requirement to define, complete

INTO Manchester have been developed by The

and write up a research project using those

Northern Consortium UK. NCUK’s world renowned

skills. While the programme generally leads to

study programmes and rigorous standards mean

taught Master’s courses, universities particularly

that the qualifications are widely welcomed

welcome the major research project and the

across the UK and elsewhere in the world.

programme is also suitable for candidates
applying to a degree where there is a strong

its 11 universities (which include the University

research focus.

of Manchester and Manchester Metropolitan

The NCUK Pre-Master’s Programme is:
~ supported by a group of leading UK
d]XeTabXcXTb*

or Pre-Master’s programmes are guaranteed a
place on a degree course at an NCUK member
university, or at an INTO partner university,
and of course, can apply to the many other

~ U[TgXQ[TT]cahSPcTb*

universities who accept the qualification on a

~ WXVW[hbd__^acXeTbcdShT]eXa^]\T]c*

case by case basis.

Why do students choose to follow the

Because the PMP has been developed by NCUK

INTO Manchester offers the world renowned

3 year university diploma can use this course as

Pre-Master’s Programme?

and is built on their long established programme,

=2D:?aT<PbcTa{b?a^VaP\\T*P[[bcdST]cbfW^

a conversion programme. This means that their

Studying a Master’s degree at a British university

it offers guaranteed entry to one of NCUK’s 11

successfully pass this programme are guaranteed

diploma can be recognised by many universities

can be a stressful experience for students

partner universities in the UK, as well as being

a place on a taught Master’s or MBA degree at an

as a qualifying programme, therefore increasing

who are new to the UK. The different study

widely recognised across the UK university sector.

NCUK partner university.

the range of Master’s courses available to them.

methods, language, culture, friends and new

Many Master’s degrees such as Science,

guarantee: all students who pass our Foundation

~ guaranteed progression to postgraduate

~ highest levels of personal care and support.
Students who have successfully completed a

University). As a result we can offer an important

~ f^a[SR[PbbUPRX[XcXTb*
R^dabTb*

The NCUK Pre-Master’s Programme (PMP)

NCUK was formed in 1987 and is owned by

KEY COURSE FACTS
START DATES:
SEPTEMBER, JANUARY AND APRIL
CLASS HOURS
FULL TIME. 19 TO 21 LESSONS PER WEEK
PROGRAMME LENGTH
~ SEPTEMBER START (ROUTE A): 30 WEEKS +
3 EXAM WEEKS
~ JANUARY START (ROUTE B): 20 WEEKS + 2
EXAM WEEKS
~ APRIL START (ROUTE C): 10 WEEKS + 1
EXAM WEEK
AGE REQUIREMENT
21 YEARS OF AGE OR ABOVE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ENTRY REQUIREMENT
SEPTEMBER START: IELTS 5.0 (MINIMUM 5.0
READING AND WRITING). JANUARY START:
IELTS 5.5 (MINIMUM 5.5 READING AND 6.0
WRITING). APRIL START: IELTS 6.0 (MINIMUM
6.0 READING AND WRITING) OR EQUIVALENT.
SEE PAGE 34 FOR IELTS EQUIVALENTS. FOR
FURTHER GUIDANCE PLEASE CHECK WITH
THE INTO ADMISSIONS OFF ICE OR YOUR
EDUCATIONAL AGENT
ACADEMIC ENTRY REQUIREMENT
~ SEPTEMBER AND JANUARY ENTRY:
STUDENTS MUST HAVE SUCCESSFULLY
COMPLETED A BACHELORS DEGREE OR HAVE
AN EQUIVALENT 3 YEAR DIPLOMA (OR HND).
STUDENTS WITH A 3 YEAR DIPLOMA ARE
USUALLY OFFERED A MORE LIMITED RANGE
OF NCUK UNIVERSITIES FOR MASTERS
STUDY. WORK EXPERIENCE IN RELATED AREA
CAN INCREASE THIS RANGE
~ APRIL ENTRY: STUDENTS MUST HAVE
A QUALIFICATION EQUIVALENT TO THE
STANDARD OF A UK SECOND CLASS
HONOURS DEGREE
~ NOTE: UPON APPLICATION, STUDENTS MUST
STATE THE SUBJECT THAT THEY WISH TO
STUDY AT MASTERS LEVEL
TUITION FEES INCLUDE:
~ UP TO 21 HOURS PER WEEK OF UNIVERSITYSTYLE LEARNING COMPRISING LECTURES,
CLASSES (MAXIMUM CLASS SIZE 16
STUDENTS), TUTORIALS AND DIRECTED
SELF-STUDY
~ ACADEMIC STUDY IN THE AREA OF BUSINESS
AND MANAGEMENT
~ OVERSIGHT AND GUIDANCE IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF A RESEARCH PROJECT

accommodation can place a lot of pressure on

~ TUTORIAL SUPPORT AND WELFARE
GUIDANCE

students in their first few months.

~ COUNSELLING ON FURTHER STUDY

What is the NCUK Pre-Master’s Programme?

Engineering, Finance or Accounting require

This programme is designed to develop the study

students to have a degree or diploma in a related

methods and academic English language skills

field. However, students wanting to study

methods that students need to integrate fully

of international students who are preparing

Business or Management but did not study in

into the academic environment and into their

~ LEARNING MATERIALS, ACCESS TO THE
INTERNET AND TO ONLINE RESOURCES

for Master’s degree study in the UK. Students

this area previously, can use the Pre-Master’s

chosen Master’s course.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS (AT ADDITIONAL COST)

who pass this course are guaranteed a place

as a way of adapting their skills for entry onto

on a taught Master’s degree at an NCUK

these Master’s degrees.

This programme provides the skills and study

International students from different
disciplines can also use the nine month NCUK

member university. In addition, passing the Pre-

Pre-Master’s Programme as a conversion course

Master’s will increase the students’ chances of

allowing entrance into UK postgraduate study

successfully finishing their Master’s degree.

in the areas of business and management in

~ COLLEGE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT AND
OPEN ACCESS CENTRE

~ CLASS EXCURSIONS, VISITS AND INTO SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES
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NCUK Pre-Master’s Programme (PMP)
Assured university placement

Excellent choice of postgraduate degrees

All students who successfully pass the NCUK

and study pathways

Pre-Master’s Programme offered by INTO

The table shows a cross-section of the

Manchester are guaranteed a place on a taught

universities and degree programmes which

Master’s or MBA degree at an NCUK partner

can be accessed from the NCUK Pre-Master’s

university.

Programme. This is merely a sample of the
universities who accept the NCUK qualification

Note: Students who progress on to an NCUK

for postgraduate entry and a cross-section

partner university receive a £500 bursary

of the degrees to which candidates can

towards their university tuition fees.

progress, following successful completion of
the programme.

The NCUK owner universities are:

Please note that Master’s degrees at some

1.

University of Bradford

universities require either a credit or a distinction

2.

University of Huddersfield

in the diploma, while others require specific

3.

University of Leeds*

years of relevant work experience. In the table

4.

Leeds Metropolitan University

below, degrees requiring Credit or Distinction are

5.

University of Liverpool**

flagged as (C) or (D), and the number refers to

6.

Liverpool John Moore’s University

the years of experience required.

7.

The University of Manchester*

8.

Manchester Metropolitan University

9.

The University of Salford

UNIVERSITY

DEGREE

SUBJECT

CONDITIONS (see above)

UNIVERSITY OF BRADFORD

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MSc

FINANCE, ACCOUNTING AND MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

PMP qualification, including INTO’s partner

UNIVERSITY OF
HUDDERSFIELD

universities (East Anglia, Exeter, Newcastle and

MA
MSc
MBA

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
MARKETING
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

(3)
(3)
(3)

UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

MA
MA
MA

HEALTH MANAGEMENT, PLANNING AND POLICY
MA HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT
MA MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP

(C) (3)
(C) (3)
(C) (2)

LEEDS METROPOLITAN
UNIVERSITY

MSc
MSc
MA
MSc
MSc
MA
MA
MBA
MSc
MA

ACCOUNTING
FINANCE
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
MARKETING
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGEMENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
EVENTS MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL TOURISM MANAGEMENT

LIVERPOOL JOHN MOORES
UNIVERSITY

MSc
MSc
MBA
MBS
MA

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
INTERNATIONAL BANKING AND FINANCE
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS STUDIES
MARKETING

MANCHESTER
METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY

MSc
MSc
MSc
MSc
MSc
MBA
MSc
MA

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
CLOTHING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIC CONSUMER MARKETING

THE UNIVERSITY OF
SALFORD

MSc
MSc
MSc
MSc
MSc
MA
MSc
MA
MSc
MA
MBA
MA
MSc

CORPORATE FINANCE
FINANCIAL SERVICES MANAGEMENT
MANAGING BUSINESS WITH IT
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
MARKETING
TOURISM MANAGEMENT
MANAGING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
CHINESE/ENGLISH/CHINESE TRANSLATING WITH INTERPRETING
ECONOMICS
MONEY, BANKING AND FINANCE
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
LEISURE MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT

10. University of Sheffield*
11. Sheffield Hallam University
Many other UK universities welcome the NCUK

Glasgow Caledonian Universities) as well as
~ University of Bristol*
~ University of Kent
comparable to IELTS 6.5 to progress to a Master’s

~ Kingston University, London

core element and a subject theme. The core

degree. (Please see the table of English grades

~ Queen Mary, University of London*

Flexible entry

element includes modules in English for Academic

and comparability on page 35).

* These universities require students to have

The complete NCUK PMP comprises three terms:

Purposes (EAP), which includes study skills,

the Preparatory Term, the Core Term and the

Information and Communication Technologies

Study and research skills

a three year diploma before commencing the Pre-

Final (or Route C) Term. There are three possible

(ICT) and Research Methodology, which includes

Study Skills will help students to work in

Master’s Programme. Universities marked with a

routes of study:

project planning, and in Routes A and B the

groups, present ideas, manage their time, make

double asterisk will only accept candidates who

~ A^dcT0?aT_PaPc^ah2^aTP]S5X]P[CTa\*

completion of an individual research project.

lecture notes, conduct research and write up

have completed a four year degree. (Please note

~ Route B (Core and Final Term) and

In addition, students take undergraduate level

a dissertation. IT skills to be covered include:

that the required progression grades and EAP

~ Route C (Final Term).

modules in the area of business and management

internet use for business management, search

criteria vary from university to university).

to achieve an award which is recognised for

engines, on-line journals and library resources,

Students choose one of these routes depending

guaranteed progression to Master’s degree

use of spreadsheets and databases, and

Counselling and support

upon their qualifications, English language level

programmes at NCUK partner universities.

statistical analysis software.

As part of the programme, students will be given

Key features

The PMP is a modular course comprising a

completed an undergraduate degree rather than

and work experience.

Students will also receive guidance on

independent advice and guidance to support them

Academic English language support

assignment writing and dissertation planning

in their university selection and with the process

Programme structure

Academic English is at the core of the

as September and January entrants will research

of applying for a postgraduate programme, at

In the Preparatory Term, the Management

programme and takes up a large part of the

and write a 5,000 word fully-referenced

other institutions in the UK. Work in Postgraduate

Syllabus is delivered over six timetabled hours

study time. It covers reading, writing, listening

dissertation. April entrants will produce a project

Study Skills also provides students with

_TafTTZc^A^dcT0bcdST]cb*X]cWT2^aTP]S

and speaking. The English language component

proposal of around 1,000 words.

specific guidance that relates to their proposed

Final Terms the syllabus is delivered over three

is assessed by the NCUK’s widely-accepted EAP

postgraduate degree programme. Students will

timetabled hours per week to Routes A and B.

test and students will need to achieve a score

be introduced to the structure of postgraduate
qualifications in the UK and what will be expected
of them, receive guidance on reference procedures

SEP

OCT

PREPARATORY TERM
ROUTE A STUDENTS ONLY

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

CORE TERM
ROUTE A AND ROUTE B STUDENTS

MAR

APRIL

MAY

FINAL TERM
FINAL ASSESSMENTS
ROUTE A, B AND C STUDENTS

JUN

within their academic school, as well as training in
research methods and skills.

(3) MUST BE OVER AGE 25

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(D) (3)
(D) (3)
(D) (3)
(D) (3)
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NCUK Pre-Master’s Programme (PMP)
Pre-Master’s Programme: academic and

Route B (January start - two terms)

Recommended study plan and progression routes

English language entry requirements

Undergraduate degree or good three-year

Students who meet the course’s academic entry requirements but who need to improve their English

September or January entrants must have

diploma with relevant work experience. IELTS 5.5

language proficiency can undertake English language preparation before entering the NCUK Pre-Master’s

successfully completed a bachelors degree or

or equivalent (with a minimum of 5.5 in reading

Programme, for which they will need a minimum IELTS score of 5.0 for entry to Route A, 5.5 for entry to

have an equivalent three-year diploma (or HND).

and 6.0 in writing).

Route B and 6.0 for entry to Route C. Examples of these combined programmes are set out below.

April entrants must have a bachelors degree
equivalent to a UK upper-second class honours
standard. (See table below for details).

Route C (April start - one term)

JUN

SEP

Good undergraduate degree from a recognised

IELTS 4.5
ENGLISH

ROUTE A: IELTS 5.0

JAN

ROUTE B: IELTS 5.5

university. IELTS 6.0 or equivalent (with a
Route A (September start - three terms)

APR

minimum of 6.0 in reading and writing).

ROUTE C: IELTS 6.0

JUL

SEP

VACATION

MASTER’S PROGRAMME

JAN

APR

JUN
VACATION

VACATION

MASTER’S PROGRAMME

VACATION

VACATION

MASTER’S PROGRAMME

VACATION

Undergraduate degree or good three-year
diploma with relevant work experience. IELTS 5.0
or equivalent (with a minimum of 5.0 in writing
and reading).

Assessment

A typical week in the Pre-Master’s

Assessment is both formal and informal,

~ assessment of subject content will be based

designed to help students build on their

on written assignments, group project work,

A typical week in terms 1 and 2 will have up to

^aP[_aTbT]cPcX^]bP]SfaXccT]TgP\X]PcX^]b*

20 timetabled hours. These contact hours will

IELTS

TOEFL

CBTOEFL

PROGRAMME ROUTE

successes and meet requirements for entry to

5.0

500

173

ROUTE A: SEPTEMBER START - 3 TERMS

postgraduate study. Marks do not count towards

5.5

525

196

ROUTE B: JANUARY START - 2 TERMS

6.0

550

213

ROUTE C: APRIL START - 1 TERM

will be based on the final written version

Purposes and general language improvement,

university assess students’ abilities for their

of the project.

including tutorial support, and between six

chosen field of study.

programme prior to entry. Students who are otherwise well qualified but whose IELTS score is below

~ Using NCUK’s EAP criteria, assessment of

4.5 will be offered a place on the INTO Essential English programme.

ACADEMIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

AZERBAIJAN

BACHELOR DEGREE OR COMPLETION OF SPECIALIST DIPLOMA (5 TAKEN POST-1991) FROM RECOGNISED
UNIVERSITY

BAHRAIN

BACHELOR DEGREE OR THREE YEAR DIPLOMA

BELARUS

BACHELOR DEGREE OR COMPLETION OF SPECIALIST DIPLOMA (5 YEARS TAKEN POST-1991) FROM RECOGNISED
UNIVERSITY OR MASTERS (POST-1991)

BRAZIL

BACHAREL / LICENCIADO / PROFESSIONAL TITLE (4 YEARS OR MORE)

CHINA

BACHELOR DEGREE OR 3 YEAR UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA. OTHER QUALIFICATIONS ARE CONSIDERED ON A CASE BY
CASE BASIS.

and ten hours of academic focus. Term 3 is
Progress is checked by continuous assessment

exclusively devoted to the dissertation (for

English language and communication skills

of course work and class tests. The final

Route A and Route B candidates) in which

will be based on written assignments,

grade is based on a mixture of course work

students will be timetabled for language support

oral presentations, interview and written

and examinations. Successful students will

and regular meetings with their supervisor.

TgP\X]PcX^]b*

achieve a pass, a credit or a distinction for their

Route C candidates will prepare a submission for

dissertation or project proposal.

a dissertation but are not required to write it –
judgements will be based on the quality of their
preparatory work.

Final grades
English language

COLOMBIA

LICENCIADO I PROFESSIONAL TITLE

GEORGIA

BACHELOR DEGREE (BAKALAVRIS DIPLOMI) OR COMPLETION OF CERTIFIED SPECIALIST OR MASTERS DEGREE
WITH HIGH GRADES FROM RECOGNISED UNIVERSITY.

NORTHERN CONSORTIUM
EAP GRADE

%

GHANA

BACHELOR DEGREE OR HND

A*

80% +

7.5+

HONG KONG

BACHELOR DEGREE (ORDINARY) OR ASSOCIATE DEGREE

A

70-79%

7.0

INDIA

BACHELOR DEGREE

B

60-69%

6.5

INDONESIA

COMPLETION OF BACHELOR DEGREE FROM RECOGNISED UNIVERSITY.

C

50-59%

6.0

IRAN

BACHELOR DEGREE (LICENCE OR KARSHENASHI)

D

40-49%

5.5

IRAQ

MASTERS DEGREE

E

35-39%

5.0

JAPAN

BACHELOR DEGREE (GAKUSHI)

KAZAKHSTAN

BAKALAVR (SINCE 1991)/ SPECIALIST DIPLOMA (COMPLETED BEFORE 1991)

Note: The overall EAP grade is based on four assessment grades awarded for writing, reading,

KOREA

BACHELOR (HAKSA) DEGREE

listening and speaking components. This table is for information only and does not imply recognition

KUWAIT

BACHELOR DEGREE

LIBYA

BACHELOR DEGREE

MACAU

BACHELOR DEGREE / LICENCIATURA

IELTS SCORE AGAINST WHICH IT
COMPARES

by IELTS or ETL Ltd.

MALAYSIA

BACHELOR DEGREE OR THREE YEAR DIPLOMA

MONGOLIA

MASTERS

NIGERIA

BACHELOR DEGREE OR HND (MINIMUM C4)

GRADE

EQUIVALENT %

LEVEL

GRADE DESCRIPTION

PAKISTAN

BACHELOR DEGREE (4-YEAR) IN GENERALLY PROFESSIONAL FIELDS (EXCLUDING BACHELOR OF EDUCATION)

A

70% - 100%

EXCELLENT

SHOWS DEEP UNDERSTANDING AND KNOWLEDGE, ORIGINALITY OF THOUGHT AND
EXPRESSION

PARAGUAY

TITULO DE LICENCIADO I TITULO DE... (PROFESSIONAL TITLE)

PHILIPPINES

MASTERS DEGREE

QATAR

BACHELOR DEGREE

RUSSIA

BAKALAVR (SINCE 1991)/ SPECIALIST DIPLOMA (BEFORE 1991)

SAUDI ARABIA

BACHELOR DEGREE

SINGAPORE

BACHELOR DEGREE (FROM PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES)

TAIWAN

BACHELOR DEGREE, TWO YEAR JUNIOR COLLEGE DIPLOMA OR FIVE YEAR COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA

THAILAND

BACHELOR DEGREE

TURKEY

LISANS DIPLOMASI

UAE

BACHELOR DEGREE

UKRAINE

DYPLOM BAKALAVRA (BACHELOR DEGREE)

VIETNAM

BACHELOR DEGREE / BANG TOT NGHIEP DAI HOC

include up to 12 hours of English for Academic

the Master’s qualification, but they help the

Students whose IELTS score is below 5.0 will be required to undertake the INTO Academic English

COUNTRY

~ assessment of the research dissertation

Programme

Overall achievement and grade descriptors

B

60% - 69%

MERIT

SHOWS GOOD UNDERSTANDING AND KNOWLEDGE WITH SOME GOOD ANALYSIS

C

50% - 59%

SOUND PASS

SHOWS SATISFACTORY UNDERSTANDING AND KNOWLEDGE AND WITH SATISFACTORY
ANALYSIS

D

40% - 49%

MINIMUM PASS

WEAK BUT ACCEPTABLE, LITTLE UNDERSTANDING OF MATERIAL OR TOPIC,
INADEQUATE PREPARATION AND POOR EXPRESSION

F

< 40%

FAIL

UNACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE, GENERALLY INCOMPETENT, LATE OR INCOMPLETE, OR
SHOWS EVIDENCE OF PLAGIARISM

D
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NCUK Pre-Master’s Programme (PMP)
Programme structure and content details
The Pre-Master’s Programme prepares students

English. At the end of each term, all students are

All students follow modules in English for

for UK university Master’s degree study in

tested in reading, writing, listening and speaking,

Academic Purposes (EAP) and Research Methods.

subjects related to business, management or

to give a clear indication of progress. The

The research module covers critical thinking,

finance, together with those in specialist areas

programme incorporates English language skills

presentation techniques and discussion practice.

related to the student’s first degree subject. The

development, academic study skills and specific

September and January entrants also study

programme has three entry points, depending

postgraduate research skills – all that’s needed

Management Skills.

on a student’s prior qualifications and level of

for successful university study.

ROUTE A (SEPTEMBER TO JUNE)

ROUTE B (JANUARY TO JUNE)

ROUTE C (APRIL TO JUNE)

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE WITH ADVANCED COMMUNICATION
AND STUDY SKILLS.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE WITH ADVANCED
COMMUNICATION AND STUDY SKILLS.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE WITH ADVANCED
COMMUNICATION AND STUDY SKILLS

ACADEMIC SUBJECT CONTENT

TERM 1: MANAGEMENT - PREPARATORY TERM (SEE
PROGRAMME DESCRIPTIONS ON PAGE 37)
TERM 2: MANAGEMENT - CORE TERM (SEE PROGRAMME
DESCRIPTIONS ON PAGE 37)
TERM 3: ISSUES IN MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS
(SEE PROGRAMME DESCRIPTIONS ON PAGE 37)

TERM 2: MANAGEMENT - CORE TERM (SEE
PROGRAMME DESCRIPTIONS ON PAGE 37)
TERM 3: ISSUES IN MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS
(SEE PROGRAMME DESCRIPTIONS ON PAGE 37)

RESEARCH SKILLS AND DISSERTATION

RESEARCH METHODS AND POSTGRADUATE STUDY
SKILLS, LEADING TO THE SUBMISSION OF A FINAL
DISSERTATION.

RESEARCH METHODS AND POSTGRADUATE STUDY
SKILLS, LEADING TO THE SUBMISSION OF A FINAL
DISSERTATION.

RESEARCH METHODS AND POSTGRADUATE STUDY
SKILLS, LEADING TO THE PREPARATION OF A
RESEARCH PROJECT PROPOSAL.

ASSESSMENT

STUDENTS MUST ACHIEVE 40% OVERALL TO PROCEED
TO THE CORE TERM. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT
ACHIEVE THIS GRADE WILL BE REQUIRED TO RESIT OR
RESUBMIT WORK.

STUDENTS MUST ACHIEVE 40% OVERALL TO PROCEED
TO THE FINAL TERM. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT
ACHIEVE THIS GRADE WILL BE REQUIRED TO RESIT OR
RESUBMIT WORK.

ASSESSMENT IN THE FINAL TERM WILL BE BY
COURSEWORK AND EXAMINATIONS. STUDENTS MUST
ACHIEVE 40% IN ORDER TO COMPLETE THE MODULE.
STUDENTS SCORING LESS THAN 40% WILL NOT BE
ABLE TO RESIT.

P__a^PRWTbc^bcdShP]S_aPRcXRT*P__aTRXPcT

After completing the module, the student

extending management themes from previous

and to be able to carry out different methods of

should be able to understand patterns and

modules and to deepen an understanding of the

learning and assessment.

caT]Sb^UV[^QP[XbPcX^]*aTR^V]XbTfWhP]S

cultural basis of Western management practice.

W^fUXa\bT]VPVTX]X]cTa]PcX^]P[QdbX]Tbb*

After completing the module, students

Academic English with Advanced Research

Study Skills

research selection, design and analysis, and

and Communication Skills

An essential preparation for postgraduate

introduce a range of analytical methods to

The development of core skills in English and

university life, Study Skills will help students to

help students critically evaluate research

should be able to: understand management,

describe the roles of institutions that support

should be able to critically evaluate issues in

academic English is a key part of the course,

work in groups, present ideas, manage their time,

approaches and their outcomes. Students will

Xcb^aXVX]bP]SaT[PcX^]bWX_c^Rd[cdaT*P]P[hbT

P]SaTVd[PcTX]cTa]PcX^]P[QdbX]Tbb*P]P[hbT

management, based on work in a number of

accounting for approximately 50% of class hours

make lecture notes, conduct research and write

be encouraged to develop the habit of searching

the environment of the organisation and how

the international business environment and

themes which could include:

per week. The aim of this unit is to bring the

up a dissertation. There is extensive use of case

and critically evaluating journals and other

\P]PVTab]TTSc^aTb_^]S*aT[PcT^aVP]XbPcX^]P[

identify key issues and processes in managing

~ global business: multinational enterprises,

student’s English language skills up to a level

studies, where students learn how to extract,

sources, and to establish a clear philosophical

bcadRcdaTbc^_^[XRXTbP]ST]eXa^]\T]c*

international business.

required to follow postgraduate courses at a

summarise and evaluate key information, as well

and methodological basis for the production of

Tg_[PX]W^fcWThRP]QTRWP]VTS*R^\_PaT

UK university.

as developing the personal and linguistic skills

an academically sound dissertation.

leadership with management and show how

to international business and proceeds

After completing the module, students

The syllabus begins with an introduction

X]SXeXSdP[bP]SVa^d_bPaT\^cXePcTS*STeT[^_

to cover such topics as: the process of

English skills such as grammar, vocabulary and

is integrated into the English For Academic

and knowledge from the management theme,

skills in communication in the context of

X]cTa]PcX^]P[XbPcX^]*X]bcXcdcX^]bP]S\PaZTcbX]

pronunciation. It will also develop students’

Purposes classes and tutorial support. IT skills to

and is designed for students to acquire core

the organisation, and recognise the cultural

X]cTa]PcX^]P[QdbX]Tbb*TR^]^\XRb*cTRW]^[^Vh*

English for Academic Purposes skills such as

be covered include basic computer literacy and

academic and research skills which will enable

dimension of communication.

[Pf*T]eXa^]\T]c*TcWXRbP]SRd[cdaTX]cWT

written work, presentations and discussion. The

internet use for business management, search

effective study at postgraduate level. This will

remaining class hours will focus on academic

engines, on-line journals and library resources,

be an independent piece of research, though the

and assignments on: the development of

business strategy leads on to consideration

English skills appropriate for postgraduate

use of spreadsheets and databases, statistical

student will have language support as well as a

\P]PVT\T]cXSTPb*^aVP]XbPcX^]P[bcadRcdaT

of international management: human resource

students, including:

analysis software.

tutor who will offer clear guidance on content

P]SSTbXV]*^aVP]XbPcX^]P[Rd[cdaT*cWT]PcdaT

\P]PVT\T]c7A<*\PaZTcX]V*^_TaPcX^]b
management.

The course will develop students’ general

needed for seminars. The Study Skills element

~ planning and writing academic reports,
TbbPhbP]SRPbTbcdSXTb*
~ seminar and presentation skills and

The dissertation brings together all the skills

Students will undertake lectures, seminars

international business environment. International

managerial attitudes, operating in different
]PcX^]bP]SRd[cdaTb*
~ strategic alliances: Investigating alliances as
PZThUTPcdaT^UX]cTa]PcX^]P[Va^fcW*
~ supply chain management: globalisation of
bd__[hRWPX]b\P]PVT\T]cP]SR^]ca^[*
~ enterprise and innovation: entrepreneurs,
X]eT]cX^]P]SX]]^ePcX^]*
~ intellectual property: government policies
P]S4QdbX]Tbb*
~ current issues in ethics and corporate

and structure. Students will focus on a specific

^U[TPSTabWX_*\^cXePcX^]Y^QbPcXbUPRcX^]P]S

Research Methods and Dissertation

area of business or management that relates to

_TaU^a\P]RT*Va^d_bcTP\bP]SR^\\d]XRPcX^]b*

Students should be able to demonstrate

their future postgraduate course.

organisational change and conflict. Teaching will

Management: Final term

use case studies, texts, presentations, lectures,

(Routes A and B)

Assessment will be by coursework, combining

seminars and tutorials.

This final part of the management course

formative and summative functions. Each student

focuses on issues within Management. It uses

will prepare material for selected seminars, based

discussion of ideas with staff and other

language proficiency and academic study skills

bcdST]cb*

sufficient to embark on a postgraduate course

Management core studies

aTb_^]bXQX[Xch*
~ critique of management.

~ PRPST\XRaTPSX]VP]SRaXcXRP[P]P[hbXb^UcTgc*

in a Western university. Skills acquired on this

~ bd\\PaXbX]VP]SX]cTa_aTcX]V*

programme will continue to be developed

Management: Preparatory term

Management: Core term

the seminar as a style of learning met in many

on directed and non-directed reading. There is no

~ team working, problem solving and critical

and improved as students undertake their

(Route A)

(Routes A and B)

Western Master’s courses. It addresses the Quality

prescribed assessment structure for this term,

postgraduate study.

The aims of the module are to: understand

The module aims to help students understand

Assurance Agency, QAA (UK), standards especially

though students must achieve 40% in order to

The module will build awareness of issues in

basic ideas of managing within a changing

management within the dynamic international

in developing cognitive skills, self-management,

successfully complete the module.

research design, especially different approaches

T]eXa^]\T]c*STeT[^_cWTbZX[[b]TRTbbPah

environment. Students will develop skills to

learning to learn, and abilities to conduct research

to qualitative and quantitative processes

to study management-related courses at

study management in higher education in the

into management issues.

in management research, and the ability to

postgraduate level in a Western higher education

FTbc*R^]cX]dTc^STeT[^_FTbcTa]P__a^PRWTb

recognise questions of ethics and intellectual

T]eXa^]\T]c*aTR^V]XbTcWTRd[cdaP[QPbXb

to study and practice and begin to appreciate

skills to study management at Master’s level

property. It will develop skills in qualitative

of management and to introduce Western

different methods of learning and assessment.

X]cWTFTbc*c^QdX[S^]TgXbcX]VZ]^f[TSVTX]

cWX]ZX]V*
~ research and library skills with relevant
R^\_dcTabZX[[bSTeT[^_\T]c*
~ using correct protocols for online submission
^Uf^aZ*
~ opportunity to develop specialist vocabulary
and idioms.

The final academic module aims to develop
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INTO Academic English

INTO ACADEMIC ENGLISH

‘My class was hard, but the teacher talked to me
and helped me with my listening. I can understand
English a lot better. This is the most I have ever
learnt. I have had a wonderful experience.’
Mingxia Wu

Course description

~ Exam preparation and the acquisition of:

INTO Academic English is a year-round course of

− bcaPcTVXTbU^aSTP[X]VfXcWTgP\b*

intensive academic English language study for

− cTRW]X`dTbU^aaTPSX]VP]S[XbcT]X]V*

students preparing to enter university study in

− dealing with specific exams related

the UK. The course has been carefully designed

faXcX]VcPbZb*

to help students confidently progress to their

− aTVd[Pab_TPZX]VX]cTaeXTf_aPRcXRT*

academic study routes with excellent study skills

− development of vocabulary in the context

and language proficiency.
The course incorporates English language

^Uch_XRP[40?TgP\cTbccWT\Tb*
− regular EAP test practice.

training, exam preparation and academic study

KEY COURSE FACTS
START DATES
MULTIPLE START DATES THROUGHOUT THE
YEAR. PLEASE SEE THE ACADEMIC CALENDAR
AND START DATES ON PAGE 54
COURSE LENGTH
5 OR 6 WEEKS MINIMUM DEPENDING ON DATES
MINIMUM LEVEL
INTERMEDIATE (IELTS OR EQUIVALENT)
PLEASE SEE PAGE 48 FOR APPLICATION
PROCESS. FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE PLEASE
CHECK WITH THE INTO ADMISSIONS OFFICE OR
YOUR EDUCATIONAL AGENT

skills – all that’s needed for successful university

Course assessment

study. INTO Academic English enables students

Regular and internal assessment, adhering to

to apply their developing language skills in a

formal criteria, is used to assess and determine

busy UK student city environment.

level and progress through the course.

Core studies

Successful entry to a UK university

The development of core skills accounts for

Subject to meeting entry requirements and

~ TUTORIAL SUPPORT AND WELFARE
GUIDANCE

approximately 50% of class hours per week. Core

attaining a suitable EAP level (based on regular

~ FURTHER STUDY COUNSELLING

modules focus on the basic elements:

internal course assessment), students may

~ aTPSX]V*

enter an INTO Foundation programme without

~ LEARNING MATERIALS, ACCESS TO THE
INTERNET AND TO ONLINE LEARNING
RESOURCES

~ VaP\\Pa*

the need for an IELTS exam (contact the INTO

~ b_TPZX]V*

Admissions office for more information).

~ [XbcT]X]VP]SR^\_aTWT]bX^]*
~ faXcX]VbZX[[b*
~ e^RPQd[Pah*
~ study skills.
The remaining 50% of class hours focuses
on academic English and study skills modules
including:
~ VT]TaP[TbbPhfaXcX]V*
~ ^aP[_aTbT]cPcX^]b*
~ SXbRdbbX^]b*
~ PRPST\XRaTPSX]VP]SRaXcXRP[P]P[hbXb^UcTgc*
~ bd\\PaXbX]VP]SX]cTa_aTcX]V*
~ aTbTPaRWP]S[XQaPahbZX[[b*
~ computer skills development including
navigating online course materials and using
correct protocols for online submission of work.

TUITION FEES INCLUDE
~ 24 LESSONS PER WEEK OF UNIVERSITY
STYLE LEARNING, COMPRISING LECTURES,
CLASSES (MAXIMUM CLASS SIZE 20
STUDENTS), TUTORIALS AND DIRECTED
SELF-STUDY

AGE REQUIREMENT
16 YEARS AND ABOVE
OPTIONAL EXTRAS (AT ADDITIONAL COST)
~ CLASS EXCURSIONS, VISITS AND INTO SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES
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INTO Essential English

INTO ESSENTIAL ENGLISH

‘It is really fun to study over here. ... The education
is really good. Right now I’m studying EFL just to
improve my English ... Then I might do a Foundation.’
Amrose Parveen, Pakistan

INTO Essential English is designed to improve

Course aims

students’ general English language proficiency

~ To provide a high-quality course that helps

for use in everyday situations. Students will have

international students improve their general

the opportunity to develop their knowledge,

4]V[XbW[P]VdPVTbZX[[b*

skills and confidence in key areas, including

~ to provide a course with flexible entry points

the four main skills of speaking, listening,

and different durations of study which caters

reading, and writing, as well as focusing on

U^abcdST]cb^USXUUTaT]c[TeT[b*

presentation skills and independent study. The

~ to specifically help students develop the

course is suitable for students of all levels from

four main skills of listening, speaking, reading

4[T\T]cPahc^0SeP]RTS*fXcWbcdST]cbVa^d_TS

and writing, and increase their functional

according to language level.
Students are internally tested at the end of
each term, providing a clear indication of their
current level and rate of progression. This also
allows for students to progress onto other INTO
Manchester programmes.

Z]^f[TSVT^UVaP\\Pa*
~ to develop an awareness and knowledge
of English for Academic Purposes and the
PRPST\XRbZX[[baT`dXaTSU^ad]XeTabXchbcdSh*
~ to develop a particular interest or skill
through the medium of English within the
aP]VT^U^_cX^]bR[PbbTb*

Course description

~ to provide the opportunity to extend

All students will initially focus on the

students’ classroom contact hours through

development of core English language

bT[UPRRTbb[TPa]X]V*

skills. Students entering at elementary level

~ to give students a general overview of

will continue to improve their core skills

INTO Manchester and what it is like to be a

with additional classes covering grammar,

bcdST]cWTaT*

pronunciation and vocabulary development.
For students at lower intermediate level and
above, the classes will also include a range of

~ to provide an introduction to local, regional
and national culture through a range of
social activities and visits.

activities that will allow them to develop skills
and knowledge of more varied social and cultural

Course outcomes

aspects of English. These may include:

On condition of meeting entry requirements,

~ 1aXcXbWRd[cdaT*

students can progress onto other higher level

~ conversation practice, debates and

courses at INTO Manchester (e.g. Academic

SXbRdbbX^]b*
~ ^aP[_aTbT]cPcX^]_aPRcXRT*
~ RaTPcXeTfaXcX]V*
~ c^_XRQPbTS_a^YTRcf^aZ*
~ business English.

English, Foundation etc).

KEY COURSE FACTS
START DATES
MULTIPLE START DATES THROUGHOUT THE
YEAR (SEE ACADEMIC CALENDAR AND START
DATES ON PAGE 54)
COURSE LENGTH
STUDENTS CAN ENROL ON THE ESSENTIAL
ENGLISH COURSE THROUGHOUT THE
CALENDAR YEAR. TO GET MAXIMUM BENEFIT,
STUDENTS ARE STRONGLY ADVISED TO
ENROL ON THEIR ENGLISH LANGUAGE
COURSE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE TERM IN
SEPTEMBER, JANUARY, APRIL OR JUNE, AND
TO STUDY FOR A MINIMUM OF ONE TERM. (5
OR 6 WEEKS MINIMUM DEPENDING ON DATE)
RECOMMENDED LENGTH IS ONE FULL TERM
MINIMUM LEVEL
ELEMENTARY (IELTS 3.0 OR EQUIVALENT)
PLEASE SEE PAGE 48 FOR APPLICATION
PROCESS. FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE PLEASE
CHECK WITH THE INTO ADMISSIONS OFFICE OR
YOUR EDUCATIONAL AGENT
TUITION FEES INCLUDE:
~ UP TO 24 CLASSES PER WEEK OF
UNIVERSITY STYLE LEARNING, COMPRISING
LECTURES, CLASSES (MAXIMUM CLASS SIZE
20 STUDENTS), TUTORIALS AND DIRECTED
SELF-STUDY
~ TUTORIAL SUPPORT
~ WELFARE GUIDANCE
~ FURTHER STUDY COUNSELLING
~ INTO RESOURCES AND LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT
~ LEARNING MATERIALS, ACCESS TO THE
INTERNET AND TO ONLINE LEARNING
RESOURCES
AGE REQUIREMENT
16 YEARS AND ABOVE.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS (AT ADDITIONAL COSTS)
~ EXCURSIONS, VISITS AND INTO SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES
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SUMMER SCHOOLS

Summer schools

Pre-Art and Design Summer school

Teacher Training Summer school

KEY COURSE FACTS

Course details

These courses are tailor-made for groups and

ESSENTIAL ENGLISH

This course gives students the chance to

can be anywhere from four to eight weeks in

improve their English and to prepare a small

duration. Courses usually take place in July and

START DATES
JULY AND AUGUST 2008: ANY MONDAY

portfolio of creative work for direct entry onto

August and applicants must be qualified to teach

our Art and Design Foundation Year. Each

and have worked as a teacher in their home

afternoon students undertake guided studio

country. The required English language level is

work that briefly covers areas such as painting,

IELTS 5.5.

drawing, printmaking, fashion/textiles design,
Graphic Design, Illustration and 3D Design. This

Course details

leads to students producing approximately

These courses are for non-native English

ten pieces of creative work for their final

speaking teachers who currently teach using
will have the chance to improve their English
language skills and to learn more about the

~ TUTORIAL SUPPORT

listening, speaking, pronunciation, grammar,

most recent teaching methodologies in use.

vocabulary and communication skills. Course

Teachers will explore the theories behind a wide

~ COLLEGE’S LEARNING CENTRE

content changes to suit the needs of the

range of differing methodologies and discuss

student and the group whilst following a

their appropriate uses. Students explore current

~ LEARNING MATERIALS, ACCESS TO THE
INTERNET AND TO ONLINE RESOURCES

carefully designed syllabus.

practice and recent developments including task-

non-Western teaching methodology. Teachers

based learning and the lexical approach.
In addition, every Saturday trainee teachers

to popular tourist destinations such as York,

TEACHER TRAINING SUMMER SCHOOL

Chester, Liverpool and the Lake District. There

START DATE
JULY

Assessment

is also a local excursion every Wednesday

Progress is continuously monitored by tutors

afternoon.
A detailed English Language placement
test and needs analysis will be carried out

Progression

need particular focus. Experience shows that,

Students who pass their final portfolio

usually, emphasis will be given to improving

assessment and achieve the equivalent of IELTS

communicative competence by developing

5.0 in our English language test are guaranteed

listening and speaking skills. The materials

a place on our Art and Design Foundation

will be from a wide range of current published

programme.

materials for general EFL language and those

Duration

The methodology used will also form a focus

This course runs for six weeks from the second

for discussion in the methodology part of the
programme.

Excursions

week in July until the third or fourth week of

Students attend our summer school to improve

Every Wednesday students go on local

August. There are 10 lessons of English each

Course aims

their English and to give them a taste of living

excursions that include a tour around the

week (50 minutes in duration) which start at

Assessment

~ To provide a high-quality general English

and studying in the UK. Students who haven’t

Manchester United Stadium and some of the

10.00am (Monday to Friday) plus a further

Progress is continuously monitored and ends

course which helps international students

yet finished their high school education in

best museums in the UK. Saturday excursions are

10 hours of guided studio workshops each

in a final assessment of course content and an

improve all aspects of their English language

their home country will often use our Summer

to popular tourist spots such as York, Chester,

afternoon with an additional 5 hours of self

English language test.

PQX[Xch*

school as a way of preparing themselves for

Liverpool and the Lake District.

study. Day long excursions are every Saturday

UK study at a later date. Students will be able

Qualification

confidence in speaking, listening, reading,

to appreciate living in a different culture, make

Course outcomes

Entry requirements and start dates

Students who pass their final assessment will

writing, discussion, vocabulary, pronunciation

friends and practice communicating in English

~ Students can continue their English

Students can start this six week course at 16

receive an official INTO Manchester certificate

P]Sb^RXP[R^\\d]XRPcX^]*

with local native speakers.

language study in September or can progress

years old but their 17th birthday must fall before

confirming that they have successfully

^]c^^cWTaR^dabTbPc8=C><P]RWTbcTa*

the end of September in the same year. Students

completed the course.

and different durations of study which caters

English language

for students at different language levels

These short programmes improve all areas of

achieving the level of English language

home country’s high school qualifications and

T[T\T]cPahc^PSeP]RTS*

the student’s English language ability. The areas

proficiency required for modern international

have an English language level of approximately

studied are reading, writing, listening, speaking,

R^\\d]XRPcX^]P]ST\_[^h\T]c*

IELTS 5.0. The course starts in the second

\PY^a[TPa]X]VRT]caT*

particular emphasis on communication skills.

English to an appropriate and required

~ to provide an introduction to local, regional
and national culture and institutions through
a range of social activities and visits.

bcP]SPaS*
~ appreciation of local, regional and national
UK culture and life.

SEE COURSE DESCRIPTION ON THE LEFT

our Summer school programme on a day trip

Course content

~ personal development – improvement in

PRE-ART AND DESIGN SUMMER SCHOOL

Liverpool and the Lake District.

designed specifically for teachers of English.

pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary, with

~ FULL SOCIAL PROGRAMME

tourist destinations such as York, Chester,

on arrival to assess which areas of language

and living in the UK, with the resources of a

~ FURTHER STUDY COUNSELLING

will join other international students from

English language test.

~ to enable students to experience studying

~ WELFARE GUIDANCE

School programme on a day trip to popular

and ends in a final portfolio assessment plus an

~ improvement in career prospects by

TUITION FEES INCLUDE:

morning. Areas studied include reading, writing,

In addition, every Saturday students will join

~ to provide a course with flexible entry points

MINIMUM LEVEL
ELEMENTARY
PLEASE SEE PAGE 48 FOR APPLICATION
PROCESS. (FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE PLEASE
CHECK WITH YOUR EDUCATIONAL AGENT OR
INTO ADMISSIONS OFFICE)

Students will study General English each

other international students from our Summer

~ to help students develop ability and

AGE REQUIREMENT
17 YEARS AND ABOVE

~ 20 FIFTY-MINUTE LESSONS PER WEEK
(MAXIMUM CLASS SIZE 20 STUDENTS),
TUTORIALS AND DIRECTED SELF-STUDY

assessment at the end of the course.

Essential English Summer school

COURSE LENGTH
1–11 WEEKS

must have also successfully completed their

week of July.

COURSE LENGTH
MINIMUM 4 WEEKS
WEEKLY LESSONS
20
ENGLISH REQUIREMENTS
IELTS 5.5
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STUDENT SERVICES: SUPPORTING YOU FROM THE DAY YOU ARRIVE

Student services: supporting you
from the day you arrive

‘We have a lot of support services here at the
Centre that can help with any specific or serious
problems students might have.’
Dawn Abbott, Centre Director, INTO Manchester

Orientation programme

24-hour support

On arrival, a comprehensive orientation programme

INTO is dedicated to ensuring that you feel

is provided to welcome you as a new student and

totally safe and supported. Upon arrival all

introduce you to studying at the INTO Centre and

INTO Manchester students are issued with an

Uniplan Insurance for international students

to living in Manchester. The orientation programme

emergency telephone number that can be used

To complete the INTO range of student protection

includes a formal academic induction where you

to ask for assistance from INTO staff at any time

and support services, Uniplan Insurance is a

will be registered for your programme, take an

of the day or night.

comprehensive insurance policy prepared especially

English language placement test, receive your

Insurance

for international students in the UK.

timetable and, for academic programmes, select

Language advisers

your modules. You will also be given a tour of

A number of the Student Services team speak

for all INTO Manchester University students,

the available facilities and introduction to the

a wide range of languages and are available

therefore Uniplan Insurance will automatically

city centre so that you can learn about the local

to assist new and prospective students and

be added to course fees unless proof of suitable

transport systems and where to find the best

parents, who may not be able to communicate

alternative cover is provided.

places to shop. During orientation there are also

effectively in English.

daily organized social activities to help you settle
into life at the Centre and meet other students.

Full medical and travel insurance is mandatory

Period of cover

Cost

Social activity programme

Up to 1 month

£40

We know that your main reason for coming

Up to 2 months

£100

Student Services team

to Manchester is to study. However, in our

Up to 3 months

£120

The INTO Student Services team at the Centre

experience, getting involved in non-academic

Up to 4 months

£160

will be your first point of contact and will help

activities will help you adjust to life in Britain

Up to 5 months

£180

you with any non-academic issues ranging from

and allow you to develop a network of friends to

Up to 6 months

£216

registering with the police and medical services

make your stay more enjoyable.

Up to 7 months

£252
£272

(doctor) through to setting up a bank account,

All international students are encouraged

Up to 8 months

leaving you free to focus on your studies. The

to join in as many of our social activities and

Up to 9 months

£306

Student Services team are also responsible for

events as possible. We arrange weekly events

Up to 12 months

£364

the orientation programme and the on-going

within INTO Manchester. In addition to these

social programme. Personal tutors will guide you

activities we also try to involve students with

Medical expenses

in the development of a study plan that will help

other organisations in Manchester such as the

A All medical emergencies

you to manage your studies and progress.

International Society.

B Repatriation costs

With over 3000 members, this independent

Maximum
sum insured

£2,000,000
£5,000

C Emergency dental treatment

£500

Guardianship

not-for-profit organization is unique to

D Getting someone out to you

£5,000

E Funeral costs in the UK

£5,000

INTO care

Prior to enrolment

Arrival

Any student under the age of 18 who is coming

Manchester. Their aim is to give international

For truly successful study, students need a

Your first point of contact with INTO is likely to

Students must arrange to arrive in Manchester

to study in the UK must have a UK-based guardian.

students a friendly welcome and to promote

support network that ensures they can focus

be with one of INTO’s representatives in your

at the beginning of Orientation Week or on the

As part of INTO care, if the parent has not

international friendship. They arrange trips

Personal accident and injury benefit

on their studies and enjoy student life. INTO

home country. Our network of education advisers

weekend before the first day of their course.

nominated a UK guardian, INTO will provide:

around the UK every weekend and run over

Permanent total disablement

care begins while you are still in your home

and agents recognise the importance of the

You must inform INTO Manchester of your travel

~ a nominated member of staff who will act

100 different social events throughout

country and continues throughout your studies

choices you are making and are well informed

arrangements at least two weeks in advance of

as a guardian for the student and act in

the year. For more information go to

Luggage cover

at the Centre.

about our programmes and the universities. They

your arrival date so we can secure you a place in

loco parentis (on behalf of the parent) for

www.internationalsociety.org.uk.

i) Luggage

will happily answer any questions you may have

halls of residence or with a host family.

the student in certain circumstances. The

INTO has a network of supportive agents
around the world to help you make the right

and assist you with your application.

decision on your UK education choices. When you

ii) Passport, ticket and passes

£30,000

£1,000
£500

circumstances in which we may need to act

Support for students with disabilities

iii) Personal money

£100

Airport pick-up

in loco parentis include, for instance, any

A confidential service for students can be

iv) Single article limit

£200

v) Valuables total

£300

arrive in Manchester, you will be cared for by the

Pre-departure assistance

Students who arrive at Manchester Airport

dealings the student may have with the

provided giving advice and information for a

INTO Student Services team.

Once you have accepted our offer, while still

can book our taxi service to take them to their

police, or in the case of a medical emergency

range of disabilities including dyslexia, sensory

in your home country, you will receive a pre-

accommodation. As soon as you book your

when the student might not be able to make

impairments, mobility and medical conditions. For

In residence

departure guide. The guide contains important

flights to Manchester you need to send INTO

cWTSTRXbX^]WX\WTabT[U*

further details please contact the INTO Student

Theft from residence – total

£3,000

information that will help you to prepare for

Manchester your flight details by email or fax.

Services team.

Single article limit

£1,000

travelling to the UK and arriving in Manchester.

Students wanting to make use of this service

~ 24-hour emergency phone number and
assistance.

need to provide the Student Services team with

Personal liability
Legal expenses

their full arrival details five days before their

A full information pack regarding the above will

arrival date.

be sent with the confirmation documents.

£3,000

£1,000,000
£10,000

Course fees
Reimbursement of prepaid course fees

£8,000
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Accommodation: providing you with
a home-away-from-home

ACCOMMODATION: PROVIDING YOU WITH A HOME-AWAY-FROM-HOME

‘I live in homestay and my landlady is very good.
Every evening when we finish dinner we always
practice English.’
Trinh Do, Vietnam

At INTO Manchester, students can choose to

Superior homestay

stay in halls of residence or in carefully selected

This kind of homestay has all the facilities of

homestay accommodation. The halls of residence

Standard homestay except it has guaranteed

accommodation is on a self-catering basis and

internet access within the house and most

offers flexibility, so that students can cook what

specialist diets are catered for. Students have

they want, when they want. In this integrated

two loads of laundry washed and ironed and

environment students quickly become part of

their bedroom cleaned each week. Students are

a vibrant and stimulating student community

expected to keep their room tidy though!

that lives and learns together. For students who

A CHOICE OF
ACCOMMODATION BENEFITS
HALL OF RESIDENCE:
~ WITHIN EASY REACH OF THE INTO
MANCHESTER CENTRE
~ SINGLE STUDY BEDROOM
~ BATHROOM EITHER EN-SUITE OR SHARED
~ SELF CATERING
~ SHARED KITCHEN EQUIPPED WITH KITCHEN
APPLIANCES

would rather live as part of a family, homestay

Standard homestay

accommodation provides a unique opportunity to

Students are encouraged to keep their room

experience British family life and culture.

clean and use the laundry facilities. Internet

~ SINGLE STUDY BEDROOM

access is not always available (though it is at

~ SHARED FAMILY BATHROOM

Halls of residence

college) and specialist diets such as vegetarian,

Students live together and benefit from the

halal, etc. are not always catered for.

and their cultures. For many students this is an

Twin homestay

unforgettable part of their student experience.

Exactly the same as standard homestay except
that the study bedroom is shared by two

bedrooms, most with en-suite facilities, and

students. This arrangement is only possible if

share kitchen and communal spaces.

the students know each other before they book

Accommodation will be self-catered, allowing

homestay and agree to share a room.

students the flexibility of preparing meals either
together or individually, as and when they wish.
Further details of this accommodation will be
available shortly and can be provided on request.
Homestay accommodation
Homestay accommodation provides students
with a home from home. INTO Manchester has a
network of carefully selected homestay hosts who
welcome international students into their homes.
Students live as part of the family, in a single
study-bedroom, sharing mealtimes (breakfast and
evening meal) and all the other facilities in the
home that they need. Homestay accommodation
gives students first hand experience of British
family life and culture and is an excellent way to
develop conversational English.

HOMESTAY:

~ TWO MEALS EVERY DAY TO INCLUDE
BREAKFAST AND ONE MAIN MEAL WITH
LUNCH AT WEEKENDS
~ ACCESS TO LAUNDRY

close social interaction, learning about each other

Students usually live in individual study

~ ACCESS TO LAUNDRY

Other accommodation options
Options are available on request.

~ LOCATED IN AND AROUND MANCHESTER
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